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Abstract
In this study, aluminum oxide was deposited on a pure aluminum substrate to produce
hard ceramic coatings using a Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) process. The process
utilized DC, unipolar pulsed DC in the frequency range (0.2 KHz - 20 KHz) and bipolar
pulsed DC current modes. The effects of process parameters (i.e., electrolyte
concentration, current density and treatment time) on the plasma discharge behavior
during the PEO treatment were investigated using optical emission spectroscopy (OES)
in the visible and near ultraviolet (NUV) band (285 nm - 900 nm). The emission spectra
were recorded and plasma temperature profile versus processing time was constructed
using the line intensity ratios method. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with energy
dispersive x-ray analysis (EDS) was used to study the coating microstructure. It was
found that the plasma discharge behavior significantly influenced the microstructure and
the morphology of the oxide coatings. The main effect came from the strongest
discharges which were initiated at the interface between the substrate and the coating.
Through manipulation of process parameters to control or reduce the strongest discharge,
the density and quality of the coating layers could be modified. This work demonstrated
that by adjusting the ratio of the positive to negative pulse currents as well as their timing
in order to eliminate the strongest discharges, the quality of the coatings was considerably
improved.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation for this study

Currently, there is a push in the automotive industry to further reduce vehicle weight.
Global trends force the automotive industry to manufacture lighter, more environmentally
friendly, safer and less expensive cars [1]. The leading automakers are concentrating on
the reduction of car weight and limiting the amount of exhaust emissions due to
legislative and consumer, requirements for safer, cleaner vehicles [2]. As C0 2 emission is
in direct proportion to fuel consumption car weight has become the most critical criterion
of design efficiency assessments [3]. Weight reduction not only saves energy but it also
reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Environmental conservation is one of the principal
reasons for the focus of attention on Al and its alloys. Environment conservation
depends, to a great extent, on transportation industry, particularly C0 2 emissions
produced by transport vehicles. European and North American car producers have
planned to reduce fuel consumption by 25%, thereby achieving a 30% C0 2 emission
reduction by the year 2010 [4,5].
Several surface modification and coating techniques have been developed to enhance
the hardness, wear and corrosion resistance of Al alloys. These techniques have included
thermal spraying [6], physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
[7-9], ion implantation [10] and sol-gel coating [11]. Plasma Electrolyte Oxidation (PEO)
is considered as the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly way to improve the
corrosion and wear resistance of light elements [12]. The PEO method can be used to
form thick, hard, and highly adherent ceramic-like coatings on the surface of Al alloys as
well as the valve metals and their alloys. The oxide layers produced on aluminum alloys
can be subdivided in two-sub layers [13-14]: a porous outer layer and a compact internal
layer. Several previous studies have investigated the formation mechanisms, and superior
tribological properties of PEO coatings produced on different Al alloy substrates [13-16].
As a consequence, the surface properties obtained after PEO treatments are considered
promising for industrial application. PEO coatings have been developed for a wide range
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of industrial applications including the textile, gas and oil, automotive, electronics,
biomedical, aerospace and metal forming industries [17-19].
Recently, several studies have been conducted to better understand the nature of the
discharge phenomena and their effect on the mechanisms of coating formation [20,21].
Plasma optical emission spectroscopy (OES) methods have been used to characterize
PEO plasmas in terms of electron concentration, ionization temperature, and elementspecific ion-to-atom composition [22-23], and their relationships with the layer formation
mechanisms. Such parameters are important for better understanding and exploring
electrolytic plasmas, a necessary requirement for further development of PEO and
associated processes [24]. Based on the OES results, and with an assumption of local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) [25], plasma electron temperatures have been
calculated using the relative intensities of spectral lines of the same atomic or ionic
species [25].
The PEO technology mainly forms an autogeneous oxide coating on the Al-alloy
surface and theoretically does not consume the solute. Therefore, the PEO technology is a
"clean" treatment because it neither consumes the cathode nor elements in the electrolyte.
The PEO process mainly forms an Al203 coating which is metallurgically bonded to the
substrate and has high hardness, high impedance, and high stability and provides Al-alloy
with good seawater and high temperature corrosion resistance.
1.2 Objective of the study.

The objectives of this study were to:
I.

Deposit corrosion and wear resistant protective coatings on commericial
purity aluminum (1100 alloy).

II.

Use an optical emission spectroscopy (OES) method to characterize
plasmas in terms of their electron density, ionization temperature, and
elemental composition, and their relationships with the layer formation
mechanisms.
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III.

Interpret the emission spectra and plasma temperature profile using a
newly-developed discharge model, and relate the discharge behavior to the
coating surface morphology and cross-sectional structure.

IV.

Analyze the effect of process parameters on the characteristics and
properties of the coatings produced using different current modes and
different frequencies.

V.

Improve the corrosion resistance of the Al alloy.

The optical characteristics of individual discharging events have been addressed
by Dunleavy [20]. The collective behavior of the plasma discharge over the entire
surface, rather than the individual discharges, will be addressed in this thesis. Various
current regimes for example DC, AC and bipolar AC modes, can be utilized in the PEO
treatment [26,27]. For the bipolar mode, which has positive and negative charging parts,
each part affects the temperature profile. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with
energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDS) was used to study the coating cross-section and
morphologies. The relationship of plasma discharge behavior to surface and cross
sectional morphologies of the coating are discussed in detail.

1.3 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into eight main chapters. Following an introduction in Chapter
1, a literature review on the PEO coating process, and OES study are given in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the materials and experimental details. Chapter 4 presents the results
of plasma parameters using OES method. The voltage behavior, surface morphology of
the coating and a suggested discharge model are described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
reports on the results of DC, unipolar and bipolar current modes PEO treatment on Al
1100 alloy, respectively. In this chapter the effect of the process parameters including
electrolyte concentration (4g/l and 8g/l Na 2 Si0 3 ), current density (0.06, 0.1 and 0.15
A/cm2), treatment time and pulse frequency, on the coating characteristics of the PEO
coatings are systematically examined. The effect of the current mode on the corrosion
properties (in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution) were also determined. Chapter 7 summaries the
results from present study and offer some suggestions for future work.
3

CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Some interesting historical comments on the Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO)
process can be found in a review by Yerokhin et al [12]. In the mid-1970's, an advanced
anodizing process was developed by two Russian scientists, G.A. Markov and G.V.
Markova [28-29]. They investigated the wear resistant properties of coatings for light
metals. The technology later came to be known as 'micro-arc-oxidation' (MAO) process
[30] .In the 1980's, Russian researchers, Snezhko [31-36], Markov [37-39], Fyedorov
[40], Gordienko and coworkers [41-42], attempted to apply the new 'micro-arc' oxidation
process on various metals. In Germany, Kurze and coworkers [43-45] published the early
industrial applications of the MAO. In the past few years, researchers in many countries
have also been involved in this field including those from the UK [46-48], China [49],
USA [50], and India [51]. Owing to the relatively little information on the process
mechanisms and phenomenology, different terminologies have been used in most of the
above studies, including anodic spark oxidation [52], micro-plasma oxidation [53], or
spark anodizing [54], and plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) [19]. In this thesis, the
term PEO is used for this process.
Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is an advanced high-voltage anodizing
process consisting of plasma-assisted electrochemical conversion of a metal surface to
oxide coatings. The process involves anode electrochemical dissolution, the combination
of metal ions with anions to form ceramic compounds, and sintering on the substrate
under the action of the sparks. The PEO method is known to involve a large number of
short-lived sparks (electrical discharges), caused by localized electrical breakdown of the
growing coatings. Micro discharge characteristics determine the thermal and chemical
conditions on the oxidizing surface, and play an important role in the formation of
phases, structure and stress state of the coatings.
Plasma Electrolyte Oxidation (PEO) is considered as one of the most costeffective and environmentally friendly ways to improve the corrosion and wear resistance
of aluminum and aluminum alloys [55], which makes the process promising for several
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industrial applications. The PEO method can be used to form a thick, hard and adherent
ceramic-like coating on the surface of Al alloys as well as the valve metals (Mg and Ti)
and their alloys [12]: the terminology "valve" metal was coined because on anodization
in suitable electrolytes, metals such as aluminum, niobium, tantalum, zirconium and
hafnium form thick insulating oxides with rectifying properties [56]. The anodic voltage
used in MAO process is relatively high and the high voltage usually induces intensive gas
evolution and sparking phenomena and the surface oxide is sintered into like-ceramic
coatings.
Previous work on the characteristic phenomenon during the PEO process, coating
formation mechanisms, and coating tribological properties are described in this chapter.

2.1 Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation

Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) is a process of plasma assisted
electrochemical conversion of a metal surface to produce an oxide ceramic layer [12].
PEO operates in a similar configuration to a conventional anodic oxidation but at a much
higher applied voltage (400-600 V). Due to a plasma discharge at the metal-electrolyte
interface in PEO, the bi-phase electrode/electrolyte interface structure normally
encountered

during conventional

anodizing is transformed

into a three-phase

electrode/gas (plasma)/electrolyte one [57]. In the plasma discharge region, plasma
chemical interactions occur which affect the formation of the coating [12, 57].
The nature of the anodizing process is based upon the electrochemical principle
that when a current is passed through an electrolyte in which an aluminum anode is
employed, the anion migrates to the anode [58]. The anion is then discharged and
ionized, where in an aqueous solution; the anion consists in part of oxygen, which is
adsorbed by the aluminum surface via a chemisorption process. As adsorption proceeds,
the surface is reconstructed, forming an adjoining oxide as Al203, which is slightly
soluble in the electrolyte, and pores are thus formed in the film allowing continuous
access of current via the electrolyte to the metal. During the PEO process a variety of
plasma discharges occur at the metal-electrolyte interface. The microdischarges enhance
5

heating and diffusion processes and plasma thermo-chemical reactions at the electrode
surface and thus play an important role in the phase formation and structure of the
ceramic layer. Thus, an understanding of the discharge properties is very helpful in
revealing the mechanisms of the PEO process.

2.1.1 The PEO equipment
The equipment used for PEO treatment of Al-alloys is relatively similar to that of
conventional electroplating except for the need of higher voltage power supply (3001000V). Typically the PEO unit consists of an electrolyser and a high power voltage
supply. The electrolyser is usually a water-cooled bath placed on a dielectric base and
fixed in a grounded steel frame, which has an insulated current supply and a window to
observe the process in operation. A stainless steel plate in the bath serves as the counterelectrode. In some cases the electrolyser incorporates electrolyte mixing, recycling, and
gas exhaust facilities, as well as electrical interlocks for safety purposes.
Various types of power source can be used for the PEO process including DC,
unbalanced AC or pulsed DC. Alkaline electrolytes are usually used, containing silicates,
polyphosphates, or aluminates to promote strong metal passivation due to formation of
near-surface gels or insoluble compounds.

2.2 Current-Voltage characteristics
Electrical plasma process and the current-voltage characteristics during the PEO
process were overviewed by Yerokhin et. al. [12], and the two kinds of current-voltage
characteristic diagram are shown in Figure 2.1. Firstly, a conventional anodic oxidation
of the substrate surface (anode) occurs with the current-voltage characteristics
conforming to Ohm's law, corresponding to the region '0-Ui' in type-a system and '0-U 4 '
in type-b system.
For a type-a system in the region U1-U2, an increase in voltage causes a current
oscillation accompanied by luminescence. The current increase is limited by a fractional
shielding action of gaseous reaction products (0 2 or H2) surrounding the electrode
6

surface. However, the increased current in the other parts of the electrodes causes local
boiling of the electrolyte close to the electrode. With the further voltage increases
reaching U2 value, the electrode is totally covered by a continuous gaseous vapor
envelope of low electrical conductivity. The electric field strength within the envelope
then reaches a high enough value (10 -10 V/m) to cause the ionization process in the
region. A rapid sparking in the scattered gaseous bubbles is observed as the result of
ionization processes, followed by a uniform glow distributed throughout the vapor
plasma envelope. Beyond a critical voltage U3, the glow discharge transforms into severe
arcing accompanied by a characteristic low-frequency acoustic emission.
With regard to the type b system, the process is more complicated. Initially, at
point U4, which in practice corresponds to the corrosion potential of the material, the
passive film that resulted from the anodic oxidation begins to dissolve. Then, in the
region of re-passivation, U4 to U5, a porous oxide film grows, across which most of the
voltage drop now occurs. At point U5, the electric field strength in the oxide film reaches
a critical value beyond which the film is broken through due to impact or tunneling
ionization. In this case, small luminescent sparks are observed to move rapidly across the
surface of the oxide film. At point U6, the beginning of thermal ionization processes
causes slower, large arc discharges. In the region Ug to U7, thermal ionization is partially
blocked by negative charge build-up in the bulk thickening oxide film. Above the U7, the
arc micro discharge occurring throughout the film penetrate through to the substrate and
transform into powerful arcs, which may cause destructive effects including thermal
cracking of the film.
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Figure 2.1 Two kinds of current-voltage diagram for the processes of plasma electrolysis:
discharge phenomena are developed (a) in the near-electrode area and (b) in the dielectric
film on the electrode surface [12].

The evolution of the microdischarge over the PEO process duration of an Al alloy
has been studied using real imaging techniques (digital video recording) [23]. The
apparent sizes of discharges, as well as discharge nature at different PEO stages of Al
alloys were also considered [21,59]. Matykina et al, [60] investigated the discharge
behaviour on Ti using video imaging with 10 ms exposure period. Video images show
that microdischarges move randomly all around the sample surface. With increase in
PEO processing time, both discharge size and color also change as shown in Figure 2.2.
The evolution of the micro-discharge aspect as a function of the treatment time is
depicted in Figure 2.2 that corresponds to side view pictures of the sample during PEO
processing of an aluminum alloy. At the early stage of the process, the growing oxide
film breaks down due to an increase in the applied voltage. Intense gas evolution along
with some luminescence at the surface is easily observed, this is followed by sparks
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flashing randomly all over the aluminum alloy surface (Figure 2.2a), while sparks
progressively change to micro-arcs (Figure 2.2c). Finally arcs regime, Figure 2d,e
occurring at later stages of the process causing irreversible damages to the oxide layer.
However the effect of the entire discharge events occurring on the whole sample surface
during the entire PEO process had not been studied and an investigation into the
collective behavior of plasma discharges is therefore needed.

(a) A few seconds

(b) 1 min

(c) 15 min

(d) 45 min

(e) 100 min

Figure 2.2 Side-view pictures of aluminum alloy samples at different times of the PEO
process (R=1.57). The integration time of the camera is set between 8 and 10 ms [23].

2.3 Plasma discharge models
An important consequence of the occurrence of surface discharges is the
development of metallurgical processes in the growing of oxide layer, which are induced
by the heat liberated in discharge channels from electron avalanches. This instantaneous
local heating leads to melting, quenching and recrystallization of the substances deposited
onto the surface. The direction and intensity of the deposition processes depend on the
density and power of discharges which are a function of the coated thickness. Several
microdischarge formation models have been proposed [61-66]. According to Yerokhin et
9

al [21] there are three different mechanisms of discharge formation in PEO process as
shown in Figure 2.3. The first model [61-63], defined the microdischarges appearance as
a result of oxide film dielectric breakdown in a strong electric field (Figure 2.3(a)). The
breakdown is treated as "streamer propagation" due to the electron avalanche effects
induced by film dopants and structure defects. Three main steps can be discerned in the
breakdown process. In the first step, the discharge channel is formed in the oxide layer as
a result of its dielectric stability in a region of raised conductivity. This region is heated
by generated electron avalanches up to temperature of 10 K. Due to the strong electric
field (~ 10 V/m), the anionic components of the electrolyte are drawn into channel. At
the same time, owing to the high temperature, aluminum and alloying elements are
melted out of the substrate and enter the channel. Thus a plasma column (plasmoid) is
formed as a result of these processes. In the second step, plasma chemical reactions take
place in the channel, which leads to an increase in pressure inside the channel. So the
plasmoid expands to balance it. Concurrently, separation of oppositely charged ions
occurs in the channel due to the presence of the electric field. The cations are ejected
from the channel into the electrolyte by electrostatic forces. In the last step, the discharge
channel is cooled and the reaction products are deposited on to its wall.
The second group of models [64-65] considers each discharge as a gas discharge
occurring in micropores of the oxide film, Figure 2.3(b). The formation of a gas phase in
the pore (and discharge ignition in it) is believed to be induced by an initial dielectric
breakdown of a barrier layer in the bottom of the micropore. An alternative model of
microdischarge formation was proposed based on analogy with contact glow discharge
electrolysis [66], Figure 2.3(c). In this process, a glow discharge is observed at the
interface of the electrolyte and a thin vapor sheath is formed at the surface of a platinum
wire anode at U* > 420V. In the case of an aluminum anode, however, the gas bubbles
accompanying the oxidation process and the discharge play the role of the vapor sheath:,
therefore, it seems as if it is disintegrated into a number of microdischarges.
Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that the common condition of discharge
initiation in both cases appears to be electron emission from the electrolyte surface
(partial cathode) into a gaseous phase, rather than dielectric breakdown of the growing
oxide film. It should also be noted that free electrons might appear initially at the oxide10

electrolyte interface in strong electric fields, regardless of the presence of any gas/vapor
phase, due to the ionization of anions and molecules of water. The free electrons would
then immediately participate in a series of reactions with water, resulting in the formation
of gaseous products (H2 and 0 2 ), thus providing the necessary conditions for maintenance
of a stable plasma discharge environment.

electrolyte

(a)

dopants and
/ i defects
41

_

o
oxide
Al

(b)

electrolyte
structural
defects

z

Al

(c)

electrolyte

gas

Al
Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of models describing the appearance of surface
discharge during anodic oxidation of Al: (a) model of the oxide film dielectric
breakdown; (b) discharge-in-pore model and (c) model of contact glow discharge
electrolysis adapted for the presence of an oxide film on the metal surface [21].
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Yerokhin et al [21] found that the above models do not fit the spatial, temporal
and electrical characteristics of microdischarge phenomena, which were observed in their
investigation. A new model was suggested based on the analogy with contact glow
discharge electrolysis. The model assumes the possibility of free electron generation and
glow discharge ignition in the gaseous media at the oxide-electrolyte interface, which
leads to heating, melting and quenching of the underlying oxide layer. The estimated
ranges of the microdischarge current density and duration time sufficient for initiating
phase transitions in the surface oxide layer are in good consistence with the experimental
data.
2.4 Mechanisms of coating formation in PEO process
Prior to a discussion of the PEO coating mechanism, it is important to clarify that
the proposed coating mechanism should explain the following features observed
experimentally [67], namely:
a. A linear coating deposition rate (Figure 2.4).
b. A linear increase in surface roughness of the PEO coating with increasing time of the
coating or equivalently with increasing coating thickness (Figure 2.5).
d. The increase in peak microhardness value (near the interface) with increasing coating
thickness (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.4 Influence of PEO treatment time on coating kinetics [67].
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Figure 2.5 Influence of PEO treatment time on surface roughness of the coatings [67].
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Figure 2.6 Variation in microhardness of PEO coating as a function of the distance from
the interface [67].

Based on the literature there is a competition between two mechanisms
I- Growth of plate layer onto the surface
II- Growth of compact layer at film/substrate interface by diffusion or transport of
oxygen
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2.4.1 Growth of plate layer onto the surface
The growth mechanism of ceramic layers (layer growth) (Figure 2.7) results from
molten aluminum which is oxidized when flowing out through the discharge channels
that are created due to the oxide layer breakdown. By this way, alumina is formed which
contributes to the layer when being ejected from the channels and rapidly cooled at the
surface-electrolyte interface (pancake and plate layer formation). From a comparison
between Figures. 2.8 and 2.9, it appears that the mechanism proposed in Refs. [67,68] for
the pancake formation also holds for the formation of the outer layer constituted by plates
and pores.

Figure 2.7 Plate layer growth mechanisms

In the PEO process, the observed linear deposition kinetics can be simply related
to Faraday's laws of electrolysis. However, the SEM micrographs shown in Figures 2.8
and 2.9 clearly indicate that the coating deposition occurs via the discharge channels
which at any time during the coating process connect the coating-substrate interface all
the way with the coating top surface which is in close contact with the electrolyte. It is
also clear, as indicated by the visual observation of continuous movement of the sparks
on the coating surface and also by SEM micrographs, that the discharge channels have a
finite life. Thus, the discharge channels are continuously formed and closed throughout
the coating process.
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Figure 2.8 SEM micrograph cross-section after a 140 min PEO treatment (R=1.57).
Description of the different sub-layers [59].

Figure 2.9 SEM micrograph of the top surface after a 140 min PEO treatment [59].

Most of the PEO experiments indicate that the coating thickness increases linearly
with coating time and this in turn implies a constant volume rate of coating deposition
since coating area is a constant.
The pancake diameter and thickness (of the order of channel diameter) increases
with increasing coating time [69]. Since the coating is formed with pancakes as the basic
building unit, it should be obvious that the surface roughness of the coating should be of
the order of channel diameter as well. Thus, the linear increase in coating roughness is
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directly related to the fact that the discharge channel diameter also increases linearly with
coating time. The rapid solidification of aluminum promotes the formation of meta-stable
y-Al203 phase [54]. Since the surface layers of the PEO coatings are always in contact
with the surrounding low temperature electrolyte medium, the surface layers contain yAl203 phase. According to this explanation, the phase contents of the surface layers
should comprise predominantly y-phase irrespective of the coating thickness. The
identical XRD patterns with predominantly y-phase obtained for the coatings wherein the
X-ray penetration is totally within the coating. However, the low thermal conductivity of
aluminum, causes the underlying layers of the coatings to remain hotter (since the heat
generated from the channel cannot be easily dissipated) and the temperature is
sufficiently high to cause the transformation of originally formed y to a-Al203 which is
around 1050 °C to 950 °C [70]. Thus, it is expected that the proportion of a-Al 2 0 3 will
continuously increase towards the coating- substrate interface. Such a phase gradient is
responsible for the observed microhardness variation across the coating thickness with
peak (maximum) hardness close to the interface since a-Al203 is harder than y-Al203.
During the progress of PEO coating deposition, the new discharge channels that are
formed heals the pores and cracks formed earlier resulting in the dense inner portion of
the coatings free from cracks [71].

2.4.2 Growth regularity of ceramic coatings

Xue et al [14] presented an alternative model describing the growth mechanism of
the ceramic coating layer. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic drawing of the sample
geometrical dimension change after PEO. Parts a and b refer to the partial coatings
growing towards the coating surface and Al substrate respectively. The dashed line in
Figure 2.10 represents the position of the original surface of the sample before the
treatment. The coating thicknesses with different oxidation durations were determined by
Xue et al [14] using an eddy current thickness meter. Meanwhile, the dimensions of the
aluminum alloy disc before and after oxidation were measured by a spiral micrometer,
from which the a and b values at different oxidation durations were calculated. The
variation of the coating thickness as a function of oxidation time is given in Figure 2.11.
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It shows that the total thickness of coatings gradually increases with increasing oxidation
time (curve h). A linear section appears during the first few hours, but after 5 h, the
growth rate decreases rapidly, and finally it becomes zero. Xue et al [14] reported that a
coating with a thickness of 230 mm was obtained.

Figure 2.10 Schematic drawing of the change in sample dimension in the process of
microarc oxidation, h and a are the coating thickness and the increase of the sample
dimensions, respectively [14].

As shown in curves a and b of Figure 2.11, in the first 2 h of PEO, the ceramic coating
grows mainly towards the surface. However, after 2 h, the change in curve a is smaller,
namely, the sample dimension no longer increases and even decreases to some extent.
The cause of the dimensional decrease is that the partial coating in the surface layer is
dissolved into the aqueous solution while the Al substrate is oxidized. When the growth
of coatings towards the surface is lower than the dissolution, the geometrical dimension
of the coating would decrease. After oxidation of 2 h, curve b rapidly rises. The oxidizing
rate towards the Al substrate determines the growth rate to a total coating thickness h.
Furthermore, curve b appears to be linear after oxidation for 5 h.
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Figure 2.11 The growth curve of thickness h, a and b in the process of microarc oxidation
of AL 2024 alloy [14].

2.4.3 Growth of compact layer at metal-oxide interface by diffusion or transport of
oxygen
As described previously, countless sparks moving rapidly on the surface of the
sample can be observed when the anodic potential is increased up to several hundred
volts. In fact, the instantaneous temperature in the spark or microarc zone is high enough
to cause A1203 and Al to melt. The surface of a PEO coating is porous as shown in Figure
2.9 and bubbles at the bottom of holes are preferentially broken down to discharge,
forming discharge channels in the coating. The partial molten alumina is erupted into
solution along many small discharge channels and a surface loose layer with high
porosity is formed.
As shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 2.12, during anodic oxidation of
aluminum, the aluminum cations transfer towards the coating surface while oxygen
anions transfer towards the Al substrate. However, the transfer of oxygen anions is rather
slow when an anodic oxide film grows up to a certain thickness. Nevertheless, for the
PEO process, both thermal diffusion and electric transfer of ions have an important
influence upon coating growth, which are different from anodic oxidation. The
instantaneous high temperature and high pressure in the microarc zone greatly enhance
inter diffusion between the oxygen anions and aluminum cations in the coating near the
18

discharge zones. Furthermore, while plasma discharges occur in the coating, oxygen can
be directly delivered into the internal layer of the coating through these discharge
channels. However, oxygen anions are enhanced to transfer towards the Al substrate due
to a higher electric field intensity of 106 V/cm in the coating. Therefore, in the PEO
process, after the loose layer with certain thickness has been formed, oxygen diffusion to
the Al substrate plays a leading role in the coating growth, and the growth rate of the
PEO process coating is controlled by the rate of transferring oxygen towards the Al
substrate as shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 Compact layer growth mechanisms

According to Xue et al [14], SEM micrographs of cross-sections of the Al
samples shows that the ceramic coating contains two layers: a loose layer and a compact
layer, and the compact layer is about 3 time's thicker than the loose layer. This
observation indicates that the interface between the compact layer and the loose layer was
certainly located near the sample's original surface. Therefore, the part of the coating
growing towards the external surface in relation to the sample's original surface is mainly
a loose layer, but that growing towards the Al substrate is mainly a compact layer. Hence,
for a thicker PEO ceramic coating formed on an aluminum alloy, if its loose surface layer
is ground away, a wear-resistant compact layer is left, and the sample roughly maintains
its original size before the oxidation.
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With the aim of determining the influence of current frequency on the PEO
surface layer, Tillous et al [72] investigated the oxidation of pure aluminum at two
current frequencies (100 Hz and 950 Hz) but with the same treatment time (50 min).
Figure 2.13(a and b) shows SEM micrographs of PEO surface layers obtained at 100 Hz
and 950 Hz, respectively. SEM observation revealed that the PEO layer formed at 100 Hz
is thicker (75±5 um) than the one obtained at 950 Hz (50±5 urn). SEM micrographs of
fracture cross-sections revealed high percentage of the so-called "dendrite" defects for
the entire inner layer. This defect consists of a central channel, which is surrounded by
fine piled-up platelets. The geometry of this defect indicated local fusion of alumina
leading to standard dendrite solidification under discharge formation inside the coating.
Many larger "dendrite" defects were formed in the coating at 100 Hz compared to 950
Hz. Consequently, it was concluded that the coating obtained at 100 Hz should be more
porous than that obtained at 950 Hz.

Figure 2.13 SEM micrograph fracture cross-sections of MAO layers formed on aluminum
at (a) 100 Hz and (b) 950 Hz [72].
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2.5 Growth mechanisms
Mecuson et al [23] investigated the PEO processing of aluminum alloys for
different shapes of the applied current waveform. The variations of the average total layer
thickness with the process time for two different R (positive to negative charge quantity
ratio) are shown in Figure 2.14 It can be seen that for a short treatment time (40 min) the
growth kinetics are the same for the two processes, exhibiting the linear kinetics
commonly observed in PEO treatments [67,68].
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Figure 2.14 Dependence of the average total layer thickness on the PEO treatment time.
R=1.57 (squares) and R=0.89 (triangles) [23].

The same slopes that were observed for short treatment times (40 min) can be
explained by the same positive current density being used in the two processes. For
treatment times higher than 40 min the layer thickness evolution depends on the positive
to negative charge quantity ratio R. In the process with high R value (R=1.57), the growth
kinetics exhibits the "regular" behavior that can still be described as linear. On the other
hand, when the negative charge quantity is set greater than the positive one (R=0.89), the
growth kinetics exhibits two different regimes as shown in Figure 2.14. The growth
kinetics shows a linear to parabolic transition between 50 and 70 min. This kinetics
transition is related to the switching from an arc to a soft regime (reduction of strong
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discharges). As a matter of fact, arcs contribute to the growth of the layer as described
earlier, but they also destroy the layer that is being formed. Therefore, the growth of the
oxide layer results from a competition between these two phenomena.
2.6 Plasma spectroscopy
Plasma spectroscopy is considered as one of the best available diagnostic
techniques, used in plasma processing to measure the electron number density, the ion
and electron energy distribution functions (or kinetic temperature, if Maxwellian) and
plasma compositions.

2.6.1 Visible and near ultraviolet (NUV) spectroscopy
In the same way that we use visible light to diagnose the world around us with our
eyes and brains as detectors and analyzers, we can use light emitted from plasma as a tool
to examine what is going on in the plasma. This is a vital step towards understanding and
exploring the plasma and its interactions, a requirement for the continued development of
the PEO process. If we are just observing the light emitted then it is a passive technique
and our measurements will not disturb or alter the plasma conditions. Most spectrometry
is done in the visible part of the spectrum (optical spectrometry), because of the
experimental inconvenience and additional expense of working at infrared or ultraviolet
wavelengths. Optical spectrometers are relatively inexpensive and widely available
commercially. Analysis of observed spectra can therefore provide information on
transitions and energy levels providing a useful tool to determine various quantities of the
emitting source. With the addition of atomic and molecular physics concepts and models,
parameters such as electron temperature and density can be determined making visible
spectroscopy a sensitive diagnostic tool for plasmas.
Spectroscopy is an umbrella term covering the experimental observation,
investigation and analysis of electromagnetic radiation spectra. By definition then,
Visible and near ultraviolet (NUV) spectroscopy is concerned with the observation and
analysis of the spectra of radiation with Visible and NUV wavelengths. Visible and NUV
light is emitted from plasma due to transitions between energy levels in the atoms, ions
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and molecules of the plasma. The wavelength of the radiation is equal to the energy
change and hence characteristic of the levels and interactions involved. Optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) is the analysis of light that is emitted from a medium in the absence
of external optical excitation. Significant levels of such optical emission (OE) are present
only in special circumstances. Optical emission is important during plasma-assisted
processing, such as plasma-assisted etching and deposition, and sputter deposition
processes, where gas-phase species are promoted to excited electronic states by collisions
with energetic electrons. These excited states relax to lower states, which may be the
ground electronic state, by spontaneous emission. This emitted radiation is then spectrally
dispersed and detected. Optical emission from plasma is also called plasma-induced
emission (PIE). The emission processes in OES are depicted in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.15
illustrates the emission process. Gaseous plasma species are elevated to excited states by
collision with energetic electrons. As a species drops to a lower energy state, an
electromagnetic wave is released. Since only excited species can release electromagnetic
waves, the observed spectrum reveals density of particles in the excited states, which is
only a small fraction of the total particles, on the order of 10 4. Also the spectrum can
contain emission from intermediates and products that may overlap with that from the
intended diagnostic species. As a result, it is necessary to choose selectively from the
spectrum for the wavelength in performing diagnostics. We need to choose the
wavelengths that are correlated with the diagnostic parameters.
Neglecting contribution from other emissions, let us consider only the case that a
plasma particle is excited from the ground state / to a state j by an electron collision, and
then drops back to state /. The electromagnetic emission intensity can be written as [73],
l{Xl})=

NP.JA^J)

(2.1)

AtJ is the transition wave-length between state / and state j , N is the excited state density,
Aij is the Einstein emission probability, and P is the electron impact excitation function
which represents the probability of exciting the state j by electron impact, starting from
the ground state. P is a complex function of electron temperature Te, and is given by
Lieberman and Lichtenberg [1] as:
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P = J0a'47TUI dveaA(ve)

vefe(ve,Te,ne)

(2.2)

Where ve is the electron velocity, Ox is the cross section for emission of a photon of
wave-length A, due to electron impact excitement, and fe is the electron distribution
function which depends on electron temperature and electron density.
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Figure 2.15 Energy levels involved in typical OES experiments.

Optical emission in the plasma chamber is collected by the lens, transmitted
through an optical fiber, imaged onto the entrance slit, and dispersed by the diffraction
grating system. Then a CCD camera detects the dispersed beam through the exit slit. The
diffraction grating is usually a square. The grating equation is:
m\ = d (sindm — 9{)

(2.3)

where m is the diffraction order, d is the groove separation distance, and 0m and 6; are the
angles of incidence and diffraction respectively. The grooves are designed to maximize
the first-order diffraction (m=l) at a particular wavelength. The wavelength resolution of
dispersion can be computed as:
Ak =

mvf

COSBy,

(2.4)
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where w is the exit slit width, f is the spectrometer focal length, which is the distance
from the exit plane to the last focusing mirror, u is the groove density. The efficiency of a
grating system for collecting light is wavelength-dependent, so the detected optical
emission intensity by OES is:
KAlJ) = NPlJAl](AlJ)Q(Al])k

(2.5)

where Q(AtJ) is the correction factor accounting for the grating system's collection
efficiency at wavelength AtJ.

2.6.2 Atomic and molecular data
The interpretation and analysis of observed spectra requires knowledge of the
underlying the atomic and molecular processes leading to the emission of light and of the
structure of the emitting atoms, ions and molecules. Extensive measurements and
cataloguing of spectral line wavelengths and transition probabilities of atomic ions can be
found in many sources, including [74,75]. Although the complete solution for the
population of any particular level is very complex, several models have been proposed.
The most important models are partial and complete thermodynamic equilibrium model
(LTE), the coronal model and collisional radiative model for the region between them
[76].
Radiation emitted by plasmas can be divided into two main types (which are
classified according to the initial and final states of the electrons). Firstly, there is
continuous radiation. This causes a background or continuum in the observed spectrum
and is due to bremsstrahlung radiation (arises due to electron-ion collisions with a loss of
energy for the electron) with additional contributions from recombination. The second
type of radiation emitted from plasma is the characteristic radiation or line radiation
arising from the radiative decay of an excited state. This state can have been excited by
electron impact or by interaction of the ion with the plasma electrons causing radiative or
dielectronic recombination. The wavelengths of the lines are characteristic of the emitting
ions providing a useful diagnostic tool.
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Optical emission during plasma processing can come from neutral or ionized
atoms, radicals, or molecules that have been electronically excited. This type of emission
has been critically reviewed by Donnelly[77]. Selwyn [73] has described the practical
application of OES for process monitoring during plasma processing, and has detailed the
required instrumentation.
Initial observations of light emission during electrolysis of aqueous solutions were
made by Sluginov [78], who discriminated between the first and the second order
luminosity, termed later as galvanoluminescence and the anode effect, respectively. For
Al anodizing, the discharge phenomena were first investigated by Gunterschultze and
Betz [79], who pointed to the presence in the optical emission spectra of characteristic
lines corresponding to both the metal electrode and the electrolyte species. These basic
observations are consistent with the results of more recent studies of optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) performed for Al in both acidic [80], and alkaline electrolytes
[15,81], Mg [46], Zr and Ti alloys [82-83]. In summary, it has been found that the species
from the metal electrode are present in the plasma in atomic or weakly ionised states and
that the electrolyte species, both cationic and anionic, are usually decomposed into
individual atoms that can also be ionised. The difference between the discharge spectra in
acidic and alkaline solutions is mainly in the presence of OH" radicals in alkaline
solutions.
Based on OES data, Kharitonov et al [84], evaluated plasma temperatures in
discharges during PEO processing of Al in sulphuric acid and came to the conclusion that
the discharge consists of 2 micro-regions, the hot core with temperatures up to 8000 to
10000 K and a relatively cold (2000 K) bubble separating the core from the electrolyte.
This temperature range is more than sufficient to directly convert aluminum oxide
produced at the early anodizing stages into high-temperature crystalline phases, e.g.
corundum, as confirmed by numerous studies of phase composition in PEO coatings
[21,73]. Similar model concepts were adopted by Klapkiv et al [85], for interpretation of
earlier spectroscopic studies of discharge in PEO of Al in alkaline solutions [22, 86].
Evaluations based on the spectroscopic data gave electron concentration and temperature
to be of order of Ne = (3.2 to 7) xlO22 m"3, and Te = 6000 to 8000 K respectively,
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indicating only a partial local equilibrium plasma state in the discharge channel. Very
similar plasma characteristics (Ne = 3xl0 22 m"3 and Te = 6000 to 10000 K) were reported
for the discharge in PEO of Zr in alkaline solutions, for which the intensity ratio of Zr
lines appeared to be similar to those in a spark-type discharge [87-88]. Characteristics of
individual discharge events were addressed in the recent study by Dunleavy et.al, [20]
performed in a mini-cell arrangement. It was shown that the microdischarges tend to
occur in cascades of short (10~5 to 10"4 s) avalanche-like events lasting in total 10 3 to 10"2
s. The spectroscopic studies confirmed the presence of two distinct regions of plasma; a
lower density peripheral region at -3500 K, and a higher density core at ~16,000±3500
K.

2.7 Some challenges for the production of PEO coatings
Due

to

superior

coating

performance,

process

cost-effectiveness

and

environmental friendliness, Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) is attracting increasing
attention for the surface treatment of lightweight metals, in particular Al, to enhance their
hardness, wear and corrosion resistance. Thus far, a number of tests have been made
using Al alloys to determine the optimal process parameters to give a high growth rate
and low energy consumption in order to obtain a desirable combination of the coating
morphology and properties. However, further work is required on the following aspects.
Firstly, several studies have investigated the formation mechanisms and superior
tribological properties of PEO coatings produced on different Al alloy substrates.
However, further development work is required on process optimization, control
and consistency. With increase in PEO processing time, both discharge size and
color also change. However the effect of the entire discharge events occurring on
the whole sample surface during the entire PEO process has not been yet studied.
Investigation into the collective behavior of plasma discharges is therefore needed.
In this regard, basic work is needed to better understand the nature of the discharge
phenomena and their effect on the mechanisms of coating formation.
Secondly, given the liquid environment, plasma spectroscopy methods are the best
techniques

available to characterize

such plasmas in terms of electron
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concentration,

ionization

temperature,

and

element-specific

ion-to-atom

composition, and their relationships with the layer formation mechanisms.
However, despite abundant coating characterization

and testing research,

fundamental studies on the effects of process parameters on the characteristics of
light emission from plasma discharge during PEO are still in their infancy. This is
important for better understanding and exploring electrolytic plasmas, a necessary
requirement for further development of PEO and associated processes.
Finally, coating surface morphology and structure are affected by many parameters
such as electrolyte compositions, substrate materials, and the electrical parameters
mainly current mode and current density. With the aim of improving the
characteristics of the ceramic coatings, many attempts have been attempted to
improve the supplied current regimes, suggesting different form and durations of
current pulses. Different current modes have been utilized in the PEO treatment
including, DC, AC, unipolar and bipolar current modes. The properties of the
plasma discharges themselves in the bipolar current mode differ from those of the
discharges obtained in the unipolar current mode. From the plasma discharge point
of view, significant reduction of strong discharges can reduce the detrimental
effects associated with such discharge events
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Chapter 3 Experimental Details and Analytical
Techniques
In this chapter, the experimental procedures, material and testing procedures used
in the study are described.

3.1 Experimental
3.1.1 Substrates
1100 aluminum alloy was chosen as the substrate material for coating deposition.
Square coupons with dimensions of 25 mm x 25 mm x 5 mm were cut from sheet
material. The coupons were manually ground and polished on 240, 400,600, and 1200
grit silicon carbide (SiC) waterproof abrasive papers to obtain a uniform surface
roughness of 0.1 ± 0.02 u.m. After cleaning with water, the samples were cleaned with
acetone before the PEO treatment to ensure a similar initial surface condition for each
sample.

3.1.2 PEO coating Process

The coatings were prepared in an alkaline electrolyte containing sodium silicates
(Na2Si03) and potassium hydroxide (KOH) added to balance the pH at 12. The
temperature of the electrolytes was kept below 25 °C by a water cooling system. In order
to obtain a good connection between the power supplies to the samples, a threaded hole
was drilled on one side of each sample. Then the sample was screwed onto an Al rod (and
insulated by Teflon tape from the electrolyte) which carried the current from the power
supply. The Al samples (as the anode) and a stainless steel electrode (as the cathode)
were connected to a power supply operating at different current modes including:
- A unipolar pulsed-DC mode i.e. under only positive polarization of the metal electrode,
operating at different frequencies from a 0.2 kHz to 20KHz as well as variable duration
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time of duty cycle Dt, where the duty cycle of a pulse train is defined by the relative
duration of the pulse-on time,
ton+toff

- A bipolar current mode, comprising two component, i.e., the positive component and
negative component. Process parameters, such as the frequency (f=l/T, where T is the
pulse period), the duration of each pulse (T0+n and T0~n , the period of positive and negative
pulse respectively) and the resting gap (break) between the positive and negative pulses
( 7 ^ and T~ff respectively) were adjusted during this study. In each pulse, the pulsed
current reached its maximum, after which it remains constant for Ton time. In this
work Ton, it is given by T0+n , whereas, Toff corresponded to
T0ff = Toff+T~n+ T^ff

(3.2)

Similar to the study by Me'cuson et al [23], the parameter charge ratio CR is introduced
to represent the ratio of positive to the negative charge quantity where:
c

,«+_

C

R~q_-

s!m>+*t
gon+T^^

(33)

(3-3)

' on

where I+ and I" represent the values of the positive and negative current respectively. The
values of T+, T", I* and I" were adjusted to find the best available condition for the
coating. Figure 3.1 is a schematic diagram of timing of a squared shape current wave
form, showing the main controllable parameters of the pulses. Both pulse duration and
current density were controlled in order to provide optimal conditions to attain desirable
coating morphology and microstructure. Two different current generators (MPE Magnapower supply and MDX Magnetron Drive) were used, which deliver current to the
substrate with an amplitude in the range of 0-5 A and 0-15 A respectively. These power
supplies were specially designed to allow independent control over the main pulse
parameters, such as pulse duration, amplitude and duty cycle, during both positive and
negative biasing using a Spik 2000A controller.
The pulse unit SPIK2000A can be operated in many modes (Bipolar, Unipolar,
DC- and DC+ modes) with pulse duration (the ON and OFF times) being freely
adjustable from the 5p.s per pulse unit range to the 32ms per pulse duration range (30Hz
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to 50 KHz). The DC sources can be used in the voltage, the current or in the power
controlled mode. Experiments were conducted using pulsed DC power supply (AE
Magnetron MAX, the output voltage ranging from 0 to 1000V) with current control. The
coating was grown at fixed 0.2, 2 and 20 KHz frequencies. The current density was
maintained at (0.1 and 0.15 A/cm ) during the coating process, the voltage was increased
gradually with process time so as to maintain the preset current density as the coating
thickness increased.
A constant current density was set for each set of experiments. Since the
conductivity of the oxide film decreases with the increase of coating thickness, the input
voltage between anode and cathode has to increase gradually to maintain the current
density. Voltage increment verses treatment time was recorded for each sample.

1(A)
T

'

K

K
->. 1on <—

1

nn

^
w

(>Ton^ ~£off4r<

r
J = i/:r

>

Figure 3.1 Schematic form of the current waveform, showing the main controllable
parameters of the pulses.
3.1.3 Summary of PEO process parameters.
An alkali-silicate solution (Na2Si03-KOH) was used as the electrolyte to produce PEO
coating on Al 1100 substrates. Three different current densities 0.06, 0.1 and 0.15 A/cm2
was used for the coating using Unipolar pulsed DC. Since the conductivity of the oxide
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film decreases with the increase of coating thickness, the input voltage between anode
and cathode has to increase gradually to maintain the current density. Voltage increment
vs. time was recorded for each sample. Three groups of PEO coatings were produced
with three different alkali-silicate solutions, 4 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3 + lg/1 KOH, 8 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3 +
lg/1 KOH and 7 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3 + lg/1 KOH, listed in Table 3.1. All samples were taken out
form the electrolyte, then flushed out by distilled water and dried for the following tests.
The process utilizes DC, unipolar pulsed DC in the frequency range (0.2 KHz - 20 KHz)
and bipolar current mode at 2 KHz.

Table 3.1 Process parameters for PEO treatment of Al 1100.
Exp.

No. of

set

Samples

First set

3

Current density

r

J

(A/cm2)

(A/cm2)

0.06

Current

Pulse

Electrolyte

Treat,

mode

freq.

concentration

time

(KHz)
Unipolar

2

0.1

(min)
8 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3

60

+ lg/1 KOH

0.15
Second

16

0.15

set

Third
set

3

Dc

0.2

4 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3

15

Unipolar

2A

+ lg/1 KOH

60

2B

8 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3

20

+ lg/1 KOH

2

7 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3

60

+ lg/1 KOH

90

0.86

0.57

Unipolar

1.15

0.86

Bipolar

3.2 Characterization of substrates and coatings
3.2.1 Surface morphology and coating thickness

The morphologies of PEO coatings and its cross section were observed with a
Buehler optical microscope with an image analysis system and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) type JEOL JSM-5800LV (Figure 3.2), equipped with energy
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dispersive analysis X-ray EDX, (Kevex 5100C). The oxide coating was sputtered with
the gold film in order to be conductive before the SEM analysis were performed to
observe surface morphology, measure the thickness and detect the chemical elements.
The coating thickness was determined by SEM observation of sample cross sections.. The
SEM was operated at maximum accelerating voltage 15KV. Cross-sections of samples
were mounted with resin and polished first with a SiC abrasive paper of gradually
decreasing grit size, then with an alumina suspension for the final polishing.

Figure 3.2 JEOL Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX).
3.2.2 Surface roughness
The surface roughness (Ra) was measured using a stylus type surface profilometer
(Mitutoya Surftest SJ-201P). Each roughness value given was an average of five test
values. The accuracy of roughness tests is 0.01 [im.
3.3 Electrochemical testing
3.3.1. Test procedures

Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization tests were performed to study the general
corrosion properties of the substrates and the as- fabricated coating at a temperature of
about 25°C. A Solartron 1285 Potentiostat (with a Corrware Software) and a
conventional three-electrode cell were employed for the corrosion tests. A specimen with
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an exposed area of 1.0 cm was the working electrode; a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) served as the reference electrode; a platinum rod was used as the counter
electrode. The ratio of the volume of test solution to the sample contact area was 200
ml/cm". All potentials are given with respect to the SCE. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show a
schematic and actual view of the corrosion test system. A 3.5wt.% NaCl aqueous solution
prepared with distilled water was used as the corrosion test solution.

Potentiostat
CE

RE

^

A

j

WE
f

V

Counter Electrode

f

^\
Computer

Reference Electrode^
Sample

L

J

i

i i i

''"s
^-i
«••

••

n
Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of the electrochemical corrosion test system. CE: counter
electrode, RE: reference electrode, WE: working electrode.

Before conducting the potentiodynamic polarization tests, the electrodes were
placed in the test solutions under open circuit potential (OCP) for at least 20 mins. After
the electrochemical testing system was stable (the OCP reached a stationary value). The
measurements were carried out in the test solution at a scan rate of 1 mV/s for 1 cycle.
The cycle polarization curves were recorded from a potential -1.0 V to +1.0 V, and back
to-1.0 V (Vs. SCE).
Following the potentiodynamic polarization testing, the corrosion current
densities were determined by linear extrapolation of the polarization curves, and the
polarization resistance of the specimens was calculated for comparison.
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Figure 3.4 The view of electrochemical corrosion test system

The corrosion current density (icorr), and the corrosion potentials (Ecorr, also
referred as the open circuit potential OCP) are determined by extrapolation of linear parts
of the polarization curves, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The regions of linearity (with
slopes pa and pc) are referred to as the Tafel regions. The intersection point between the
extrapolated regions gives the values of iCOrr and EC0IT. Based on the approximately linear
polarization at the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the polarization resistance (Rp) was
determined from the following equation [89].
PaPc
(Ja+pc)

/?„
= 2.3 l
P
corr

(3.4)

According to Faraday's law, the corrosion current density is related to the corrosion rate
(r) by the relationship [90]:
r =

nF

(3.5)

where F is the Faraday's constant (96500 coulombs/equivalent), a is the atomic weight,
and n is the number of electrons exchanged. From Equations (3.4) and (3.5), it can be
seen that there is an inverse proportionality between the polarization resistance Rp and the
corrosion rate r. Thus, the higher Rp, the lower is the corrosion rate.
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Corrosion
potential

Anodic Tafel slop (ba)

Cathodic Tafel slop (bc)
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Log current
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Figure 3.5 Determination of corrosion current density by extrapolation of linear parts of
the polarization curve. Ic00r is the corrosion current density, Ecoir is the corrosion potential
[90].

3.4 Optical Spectrometry

Since the discharges are occurring randomly (source is not emitting equally over
the whole sample area) we therefore used an integrated signal that covers whole sample
surface area, by focusing all signal emitted from the sample on the fiber optics that
connect it to the spectrometer. In this study one spectrometer formed the main visible
spectroscopy diagnostic arsenal. The Ocean Optics OES Sensor is PC2000-UV-VIS Fiber
Optic Spectrometer with effective range of 200 nm~1100 nm. Its detector consists of a
2048-element linear CCD-array (a charge- coupled device array detector) with a grating
of (600 lines/mm) Figure (3.6). The optical bench is compactly mounted on a PC plug-in
1 MHz ISA-bus A/D card, which fits into a slot in the PC. The entrance slit is fixed at 10
mm in width, 1000 mm in height. With no moving part, the optical bench is compactly
mounted on a PC plug-in 1 MHz ISA-bus A/D card, which fits into a slot in the PC. A
schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.7, where the
spectrometer collects light transmitted from Ocean Optic P400-2-UV/VIS fiber, which is
a 2-meter-long, 400-mm-patch fiber. The light emitted by the plasma was transmitted and
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focused through a quartz window and 20mm UV-grade fused-silica lenses mounted on
the tank on to the 74-UV collimating lens, 5 mm in diameter, 10 mm in length, and
screws on the end of the 400u.m diameter optical fiber leading to the entrance slit of the
spectrometer.

Figure 3.6 Ocean Optics PC2000-UV-VIS spectrometer is mounted on PC plug-in card.

Monochromator +CCD
Pulse generator

Cooling system

Counter-electrode
(stainless steel)

A, s a m p | e

Electrolyte

Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for OES.
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Chapter 4 Experimental Results and Discussion I: OES
Results
4.1 Determination of electron density and temperature
4.1.1 Determination of electron density from Stark broadening of spectral lines
Several methods were considered for the determination of electron number
densities; Stark broadening of the HP line was chosen because it provides reasonable
accuracy and precision with a relatively simple experimental setup and does not perturb
the plasma or require an assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium. For Stark broadening
to be a viable method, other sources of broadening need to be either insignificant or taken
into account.
Spectral lines have two general attributes, namely their total intensities (which
depend on the plasma conditions, in particular the density and temperature) and line
profiles, which are effected by many processes, (e.g. Doppler and Stark broadening).
Doppler broadening associated with random movement of the radiating atoms (ions),
measuring the half width of the Doppler line can be used to determine the kinetic
temperature of the plasma. Stark broadening which is caused by the fluctuating electric
field produced by the ion and electrons. In dense plasmas, Stark broadening is often the
dominant line broadening mechanism. When this is the case, and when the other
broadening mechanisms are negligible or can be taken into account, the electron density
can be determined from the line widths. In this thesis they will be always referred to as
the full half-widths (FWHM = full width at half maximum intensity, for short). The
method of calculating the electron density from the measured FWHM of a line is one of
the standard plasma diagnostic methods [25].
The theory of Stark contours has been developed most extensively for the Hatom. The line profile of the hydrogen lines especially of the line Hp have been calculated
by a number of authors for temperature and densities. The theories describe the line
profile by a function S(a), which is somewhat different in the different theories. The line
profile is normalized to [25]
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j^si^da

= 1

(4.1)

And a is given by [25]

a= f

(4.2)

where AA is the distance from the line center of the unperturbed line in (A) and F0 is the
Holtsmark electrical field strength and is given by [25]
F0 = 1.25 x 1 0 - 9 N/3

(4.3)

For most diagnostic applications the relationship between full half-widths and
electron density is described. The former follows from the relation given above as [25]

AA1/2 = 2.5 x 10~9 a e NJ3

(4.4)

When expressed in wavelength, Ne is given by [25]
Ne = C(Ne,T)AA1//32

(4.5)

Extensive tables of the broadening parameters C (Ne, 7), and S for light elements
(Hydrogen through Cesium) have been prepared by Griem [25]. This data was used to
determine the electron concentration from the measured half widths of the spectral
hydrogen lines. The broadening parameter C (Ne, T) for line H is almost independent of
temperature. The method of determining the electron concentration from the Stark
broadening of the spectral lines does not require the presence of Maxwell's velocity
distribution of the electrons.
The error of measuring the electron concentration is determined by varying the equation
(4.5) [25]:

SAX\
AA Jran

/SAA\
1
V AA Jsys\
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Setting ( SAA/ AA )ran = 5% , (8AA/AA) sys « 5%

we have (SNe / Ne ) ~ 15 %.

Determination of the electron concentration from the Stark half width of hydrogen lines
is one of the most convenient and accurate methods. The hydrogen lines are wide so that
they are easy to record and process.
4.1.2 Determination of electron temperature from relative intensities of spectral
lines of the same atomic or ionic species
This method is one of the classical methods of plasma physics, and it is covered in
detail in [25]. It is often used since it requires only measurements of relative line
intensities, where under line intensity the total line emissivity, integrated over the whole
line profile, is meant. Spectral lines must belong to the same atomic or ionic species. That
means, they must be emitted by atoms of one element in the same ionization stage. Once
relative line intensities are known, one uses the relation [25]
7(1) _ Amn(l)gm(l)A0(2)
7(2)
Amn{2)gm{2)X0{l)

P

fEm(2)-gm(l)l
I
KT
J

l

,. ~
' '

Which is valid if the level populations of the lines in question are populated
according to the Boltzmann law; in other words, at least LTE must exist for these levels.
1(1) and 1(2) are relative line intensities of lines in question, Amn(i) are corresponding
transition probabilities, where m designates the upper and n the lower level of the
respective line, gm(i) is the statistical weight of the upper levels, A0 (i) are wavelengths of
the line centers in vacuum, Em(i) are energies of the upper levels of lines, and KT is the
thermal energy. All quantities appear in ratios, so it suffices to use the same units for
quantities corresponding to two lines in question. In particular, it is convenient to express
energies of upper levels and thermal energy in electron volts.
The beauty of this method lies in its simplicity, as only relative line intensities
have to be measured, a task that is usually much easier than absolute measurements of the
same quantities. Also, the calculated temperature does not depend on plasma parameters
which are also of great help. On the other hand, the accuracy of the results is usually
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poor, because the ratio of line intensities is fairly insensitive to the temperature at high
temperatures. By differentiating Eq. (4.7) one readily finds that
*L = «L **
T

AE

(4.8)
v
'

R

AE = Em{1) - £ m ( 2 )

R=

'-TT
7(2)

(4.9)

(4.10)
V

If KT/AE becomes comparable or larger than 1, the errors in the relative line intensities
are magnified, resulting in a large inaccuracies of the temperature.
4.2. Coating Optical Emission
Optical emission spectroscopy has been used, for the in-situ monitoring of the
light emission in order to understand the role of plasma in coating formation. Figure 4.1
shows typical emitted spectra in the NUV and visible regions of the plasma discharge,
and show that the PEO plasma contains aluminum (from substrate), silicon, oxygen,
sodium, potassium, hydrogen a and P Balmer lines and OH (from the electrolyte). Signals
from the wavelength region below 285 nm can not be recorded in our experiments,
probably due to self absorption by the electrolyte. Intensive emission spectra are evident.
Cleary extended lines indicate atomic origin. Atomic spectra database were used in order
to assign each line to the characteristic atomic transition [74,75]. The results are listed in
Table 4.1. The emission intensity of the active species can be used to indicate whether the
plasma is producing the operation conditions required for a certain coating process.
Spectroscopy with the OES spectrometer was utilized to examine the spectral lines (Table
4.1) [74] at 288.1 nm (Si I), 309.2 nm (Al I), 396.1 nm (Al I), 466.3 nm (Al II), 486.1 nm
(Hp), 589.5 nm (Na I), and 777 nm (01). The Al I refers to a neutral aluminum atom,
while the notation Al II means the singly ionized atom. The experimental data shown in
Figure 4.1 demonstrate two main features:
i- Several strong emission lines are seen above a strong continuum, which generally
extends toward the infrared, as shown in Figure 4.1(a).
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ii- The spectra consist of pure line emissions from many species without any contribution
from the continuous radiation as shown in Figure 4.2(b).
In some instances where the strong discharge appeared for a short time, the intensity on
the continuum radiation was large enough to dominate the line emissions. For this study,
only the line spectrum was used for calculations. Emission line intensity results indicate
that most of the species in the plasma had similar trends over the treatment time, for
current densities 0.06, 0.1 and 0.15 A/cm2, although their intensities varied as shown in
Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The oxygen (O) intensity signal generally increased with the
treatment time; this is likely due to the increased amount of oxygen evolution as the
process proceeded, as previously observed by Snizhko et al [13].
Table 4.1. Spectral lines observed in this experiment with the wavelength (A), transition,
statistical weight of the upper and lower state gk and g; (respectively), energy difference
and the transition probabilities (Aid) [74].
Line

A,

Transition

gk

g.

nm

Energy

Ay

eV

10 8 S"1

288.1 3s23p4s lP -»• 3s23p2 ! D

3

5

43

L89

All

309.2 3s23d 2D -> 3s23p 2P

6

4

4.0

0.738

All

396.1

3s24s 2S - • 3s23p 2P

2

4

3.13

0.982

A1II

466.3 3 s 4 p 1 P ^ 3 p 2 1 D

3

5

2.66

0.53

Hp

486.1 4 d 2 D ^ 2 p 2 P

4

2

2.55

0.172

Nal

589.5 3p 2P -»• 3s 2S

3

3

1.36

0.614

OI

777.2 2s22p3 3p 5P -+ 2s22p3 3s 5S

3

5

1.59

0.369

"Sil
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Figure 4.1 Typical emission spectrum using three channels of the spectrometer at J
0.15 A/cm2.
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Figure 4.2 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
a current density of 0.06 A/cm .
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Figure 4.4 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
a current density of 0.15 A/cm2.
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4.3 Experimental Results of Plasma Electron temperature and density
4.3.1 Electron concentration.
Based on interpolation from theoretical tables [25] that take plasma temperature into
account, plasma electron density as a function of the FWHM of Hp is shown in Figure
4.5(a), since usually they are only weak functions of temperature, quite large deviations
of actual plasma temperature from this value produce only small errors in determined
plasma parameters. Examples of typical results of a Lorentz profile to experimental data
of Hp at specific time is shown in Figure 4.5(b).The Hp peak width (FWHM) for the PEO
process at 0.15 A/cm2 was measured to be 1.3 to 1.8 nm, This half-width corresponds to
an electron number density of approximately (1.5 ± 0.23) xlO22 m"3 to (2.4 ± 0.36) xlO22
m"3 which are in good agreement with the plasma electron concentration results of
Klapkiv et al [22]. Natural broadening is on the order of hundredths of picometers (pm)
and a 0.05 pm broadening would produce only a 0.04% error in this estimate [91], so this
contribution can be neglected. Pressure broadening in inductively coupled plasmas (ICP),
which are comparable to PEO plasmas in terms of temperature and pressure, is only a few
picometers [92]. A 5.0 pm contribution from pressure broadening would produce a 4%
error [92], which was judged to be acceptable and, ultimately, was several times smaller
than the experimental uncertainty. The electron concentration measurement error (SNe
INe ) was estimated to be ~ 15 %, which is a reasonable value in such experiments.
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Figure 4.5 Plasma electron density as a function of the FWHM of Hp (a), and typical
results of a Lorentz profile to experimental data of Hp (b)

4.3.2 Electron temperature
By combining the Saha and Boltzmann equations [25] the ionization temperature
can be calculated, were the intensity ratio of 396.2 nm (Al I) to 309.1 nm (Al I) (from the
same ionization stage) was used to measure the plasma electron temperature (Te), as
shown in Figure 4.6. For instance, at a current density of 0.15 A/cm2, the temperature was
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determined to be 4500 ± 450 K to 10000 ± 1000 K, these results are in good agreement
with the electron temperature results of Klapkiv et al [22]. The low temperature range
(-4500 K) corresponds to the early stage discharges (stage II). After that, the average
temperatures (base line temperature) for all three current densities are close to each other
(4800 K to 5200 K), which is believed to correspond to the small discharges. The strong
peaks (high temperature -10000 K) shown in Figure 4.6 correspond to strong discharges.
Therefore the Te profile depends strongly on the type of discharge. The Te does not
depend on the number of discharges of each type, because the effect of discharge
population density on the temperature is cancelled out by the intensity ratio, since both of
/; and h (Eq. 3) change with the changes of the number of discharges.
According to the criterion given by Griem [25], the minimum electron
concentration required for a plasma to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium LTE for
Al, is that Ne > 2xl0 23 m"3 and for H plasma Ne > 7xl0 22 m~3 [20] which are higher than
the Ne values of this work. Therefore partial LTE should be considered where the
concentration yield is given by [25]:
Ne > 7.0 x 10 2 4 -4r(-¥-)1/2

m"3

(4.11)

where KT is the electron temperature in (eV), EH (eV) is the ionization potential for the
corresponding element, z is the ionization stage and n is the principle quantum number of
the lowest quantum level included in the local LTE (for the H, z =1 and n=2). The
minimum plasma concentration for partial LTE is Ne > 4xl0 15 cm -3 which is less than the
plasma concentration we obtained in this work (1.5 ± 0.23) xlO22 m 3 to (2.4 ± 0.36)
xlO22 m"3. A Local LTE exists; therefore the above estimate of the temperature is valid.
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Figure 4.6. Plasma temperature as a function of treatment time (min) determined from
the intensity ratio of Al (396.1 nm)/Al (309.2 nm), at a current density of (a) 0.06, (b)
0.1, and (c) 0.15 A/cm2.
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Chapter 5 Experimental Results and Discussion II:
Discharge model
An understanding of the discharge processes is very helpful in clarifying the
mechanisms of the PEO process. It is worth mentioning that the high intensity peaks
shown in Figures 4.2-4.4 and 4.6, indicates a number of strong discharges which take
place in the duration time of the peak. However the peak width corresponds to the time
period of the strong discharge. As the peak width increased, the sintering time of the
ceramic coating becomes longer; therefore the coating structure likely appears better
solidified.

5.1 Voltage behavior

Figure 5.1 shows a typical output voltage change during the PEO treatment for
different current densities J=0.15, 0.1 and 0.06 A/cm2 respectively. Taking these output
voltage results in combination with our analysis of the emission intensities and
temperatures, shown in Figures 4.2-4.4,4.6, one can readily distinguish four stages in the
PEO process.
Stage I:

In the early stage of the process which mainly involves the rapid

electrochemical formation of an initial insulating oxide film, a sharp increase in the
voltage was seen. The voltage reached 415 V in 45 sec for J = 0.15 A/cm2, and 406 V in
60 sec for J = 0.1 A/cm2, while it took almost 5 minutes to reach 406 V for J = 0.06
A/cm2.
Stage II: The rate of the voltage change decreases in this stage, which is continued for
almost 5 minutes for J = 0.15 A/cm2 case and 8 minutes for J = 0.1 A/cm2. A relatively
thin oxide layer will be produced by the oxidation process.
Stage III: In this stage the rate of voltage increase becomes slow with average rates of
about 1.64 V/min for J = 0.15 A/cm2 and 1 V/min for J = 0.1 A/cm2.
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Stage IV: In this stage the rate of voltage variation is even slower than that in stage III
and it is less than 1 volt/min for all the experiments at the three different current
densities.

<D
O)
(0

o
>

Treatment Time (min)

Figure 5.1 Plots of voltage vs. treatment time during the PEO process at (a) J=0.15
A/cm2, (b) J=0.1 A/cm
Vcm2 and (c) J=0.06 A/cm2. The figure also shows the starting
voltage (V) and the time for the four stages.
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ure 5.1 Plots of voltage vs. treatment time during the PEO process (continued)

5.2 Plasma discharging appearance
As the plasma coating process proceeds, the discharge appearance changes and
the plasma emission intensities varied as shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. These results can be
summarized for the previously mentioned four stages as:
Stage I: In this stage where the breakdown voltage is not yet reached, no OES signal of
the species (Si, Al, Hp, Na, OH and O) could be detected.
Stage II: This stage is characterized by numerous sparks moving rapidly over the whole
sample surface area. There is a significant increase in the intensity of the 396.1 nm (Al I)
line at the beginning of stage II. It then reaches a maximum before gradually decreasing.
This indicates a start of the breakdown of the oxide layer, an increase in temperature and
therefore, melting of the substrate metal, as can be seen from the electron temperature
results in Figure 4.6. The higher temperature will be sufficient to excite the aluminum
atoms and hence the de-excitation radiation signal can be detected. It is easy to
distinguish this stage from the OES results especially from the Al I (396.1 nm) line at
J=0.15 and 0.1 A/cm2. For the J=0.06 A/cm2 case, the presence of small signals indicate
the beginning of the spark (without seeing any noticeable increase in the intensity at the
beginning of this stage) probably due to low current density which is not sufficient to
excite a large number of aluminum atoms. The transition between stage II and III is
characterized by a low variation in the intensity signal as shown in Figures 4.2-4.4.
Stage III: This stage was characterized by a larger but slower moving discharge. As the
oxide layer grows, its electrical resistance increases, therefore the nature of the plasma
changed as was seen from the intensity signals. This stage showed sharp variations in the
intensities in terms of being strong but closely appearing group of peaks, indicating
strong discharges. One of the main points of interest in these signals is their consistency
with the signal from the species (Si, Al, Hp and O) in terms of general shape and timing
as shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. These signals may be interpreted as follows: at these
concentrated local discharges, the local plasma temperature is high enough to excite all
the species that exist in those locations at that particular time. The low intensity variation
which appeared at the end of stage III was followed up by the appearance of strong but
largely separated signals. That indicates the beginning of stage IV of the process.
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Stage IV: At this stage, concentrated discharges appear as relatively large and long
lasting sparks. Large separations were also seen between these strong groups of signals.
The strong signals resulted from the long-lasting strong discharges which create more
than sufficient energy to cause such intensive ionization processes. However the
occurrence of the strong discharges is less frequent than that in stage III due to the thicker
coating causing more difficulty in initiation of such discharges. For some cases, such
strong discharges may cause irreversible damage to the coatings in stage TV [27]. Figure
4.4 for Al II at J=0.15 A/cm2, shows sharp and strong intensity signals which is an
indication of ionization of neutral aluminum to the first ionization stage. These features
are in consistent with the temperature measurements shown in Figure 4.6 where at this
stage the plasma temperatures are higher and more fluctuating than in the stage III.
5.3 Characterization of surface morphology and composition

Figure 5.2(a) is a typical SEM micrograph of a coated Al sample surface. The
treatment on the sample was performed at J= 0.15 A/cm for 16 minutes. EDX analyses
results are presented in Figures 5.2(b), (c) and (d) at three different positions (A, B and
C) which have very different surface morphologies. The coated sample was not polished,
and thus the sample surface looks rough. The unpolished coating sample can provide
useful information of the coating process and show the interaction between the solution
(electrolyte), the substrate and the coating. This information can be linked with the
discharge interpretation described in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 (a) SEM micrograph of surface morphology of the coated Al sample; (b), (c),
and (d) EDX analysis from regions A, B, and C, respectively.
Table 5.1 summarizes the EDX intensity ratios of Al/Si and (Al + Si)/0. The
(Al/Si) peak intensity ratio has a maximum value at position B, then C, and a minimum at
position A. Comparing the much higher (Al + Si)/0 ratios at position B with those at
positions A and C, one can deduce that the Al substrate is more involved in the
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discharging in position B than in the position A and C. That means the discharges at
positions such as B started from deep at the bottom of the coating, and the discharges at
positions A and C more likely occur on the upper and top layers. The elements present in
the electrolyte can be more readily integrated into the coating through the surface
discharging process.
Table 5.1 EDX results within Figure 5.2(a) at three different locations.
Region

(Al/Si) ratio

(Al + Si)/0 ratio

B

3.742

2.26

C

1.185

1.844

A

0.086

1.80

5.4 Interpretation of the discharge appearances
In earlier work [21], three individual models of discharge formation in the PEO
process were suggested. The first model [63] defined the microdischarge's appearance as
a result of oxide film dielectric breakdown in a strong electric field, the second one [64]
considered each discharge as a gas discharge occurring in a micropore of the oxide film
(believed to be induced by an initial dielectric breakdown of a barrier layer in the bottom
of the micropore [21]), and the third model [66] assumed the possibility of free electron
generation and glow discharge ignition in the gaseous media at the oxide-electrolyte
interface, which leads to heating, melting and quenching the underlying oxide layer.
The emission intensity data shown in Figures 4.2-4.4, the temperature variation curves of
Figure 4.6 and the SEM/EDX results shown in Figure 5.2 indicate that the first two
individual models can be distinguished in this study, which allows us to propose a
discharge model based on the locations of discharge initiation.
The proposed model provides a better understanding of the origin of the metal
signal (aluminum in this work) shown in the Al lines intensity results. These signals may
be from two possible sources: the metal surface (metal-oxide interface) and the oxide
layer (oxide-electrolyte interface), or from both of the interfaces.
According to the proposed model Figure 5.3, the first possibility would be the
production of signals which are due to the dielectric breakdown in a strong electric field
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occurring through the oxide layer: shown as B type in Figure 5.3. During the PEO
process, when the electric field strength in the oxide layer reaches a critical value beyond
which the film breaks down, a localized melt channel is formed, and plasma reactions
take place in these channels. Then there is a consistency of the signals from all species
existing in the plasma. The radiation intensities of the species are related to excitation
caused by electron impact under a high electric field imposed in the discharge channel.
The electric field in the discharge channel then decreases with a relaxation time close to
the electron life time (10" -10"4 s [20] (i.e. the radiation intensity decreases due to a
decrease in the mean energy of the electrons). Because of the high temperature and the
strong electric field, molten aluminum is ejected from the coating/substrate interface into
the coating surface where it is rapidly solidified by the electrolyte [12]. Therefore strong
signals of the Al II, ion which required a higher energy to be created than the Al I, were
detected in this work.
For the case of the second possibility, the emission line signals are due to gas
discharge occurring in micropores of the oxide film providing that (relatively weak)
dielectric breakdown of a barrier layer in the bottom of the micropore is initiated [21]:
type A for discharges in relatively small holes near the surface, and type C for discharges
in the micropores under the relatively deep surface. During these discharges the
temperature increased significantly to a sufficient level to excite the species (e.g. Al I and
II) that existed in the discharges. However, the intensity of Al II was much less than for
first case, indicating that weaker plasma discharging occurred at positions A and C.
The fluctuations in signal intensities and temperature during stages III and rv (i.e.
weak and strong signals) can be considered as a reflection of the different locations of
discharge initiation. The strong signals are due to the dielectric breakdown through the
oxide layer, whereas the medium and small signals are due to the discharge in the
outermost layer (in the deep and surface holes, respectively). In stage IV the strong
intensity signal spikes shown in Figures 4.3-4.4 correspond to the preponderance of B
type of discharges at that period of time
The EDX intensity ratios of Al/Si and (Al + Si)/0 shown in Table 5.1 supports
the proposed model (Figure 5.3) where position B corresponds to the breakdown process
through the oxide layer down to the Al substrate; hence, the Al concentration will be
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higher than the positions A and C. Therefore, the main source of Al at position B will be
from the substrate surface. At position C the ratio of (Al/Si) is about 1.2. According to
the model shown in Figure 5.3, position C corresponds to discharges which occurred
inside the relatively deep surface holes or cracks in the oxide layer. These holes are filled
with the electrolyte and therefore when the discharge takes place at these kinds of
positions; it will be less intense than those corresponding to B. Both the electrolyte and
the substrate will contribute to the composition at these locations. However, at position A
the (Al/Si) ratio is low (-0.1), hence, the Si composition, which arises from the
electrolyte, is very high and corresponds to discharges that occurred at the interface of the
oxide layer and the electrolyte, or in the gases attached to this interface close to the very
small holes in the oxide layer. The temperature trends and profiles (including the peaks)
in Figure 4.6, the discharge model in Figure 5.3 and the surface morphology in Figure
5.2, are inter-related. While the higher temperature (Figure 4.6) is attributed to the
strongest discharge (Figure 5.3, B), the morphology (Figure 8, B) is a result of such a
discharge. Type A and C discharges (Figure 5.3) are responsible for the base line and
relatively small fluctuations of temperature (Figure 4.6) and the resultant A and C
morphologies (Figure 5.2).
Although the SEM and EDX results labeled as A, B and C (Figure 5.2) showed
the localized plasma interaction between the electrolyte and coating surface, it is
important to note that the discharges shown in Figure 5.3 do not represent individual
discharges but collective events. The type A discharge represents all the surface type
discharges that occurred at a certain moment, even though the discharges are individual
events. The type B discharge also represents a group of intense micro-discharges.
Whenever the strong B discharges occurred, high peak spikes would certainly appear on
the electron temperature curve, which however, does not exclude the probability of A and
C occurrences at the same time. On the other hand, the number of A and C sparks would
be significantly reduced due to B discharges which offer a large current "leakage" in the
discharge channels. Thus, the high Te peaks are mainly attributed to the B type
discharges.
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.\

Electrolyte (Na 2 Si0 3 + KOH)

Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the discharge models for the PEO process for an Al
sample.

Unlike the previous work [20, 59] which monitored the plasma on a relatively
small surface area, one of the advantages from this collective OES method is the
capability to observe the spectra emitted by small, mild or strong discharges which
occurred over the whole sample surface and to study the frequency of occurrence of the
different discharges at the different process stages. During the PEO processes the A, B,
and C types of discharge (Figure 5.3) can play different roles at different times. At stage
II, the mild B type of discharges is dominant since the coating thickness is small; the
discharge initiated from the substrate/coating interface is not very strong. Thus the
temperature is not high enough to ionize the Al to Al II, although Al I is seen due to the
ejection of metal caused by discharges of the B type. The probability of A and C type
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discharges are higher than that of the type B discharge in stages III and IV, although the
intensity of the B type discharge is higher. At the late stage of stage IV, the strong B type
of discharge appears even less frequently but is much stronger. However, the B type of
discharges can be influenced by controlling the process parameters (e.g. treatment time,
current density, electrolyte type, etc).
It should be noted that the silicate-base electrolyte used in this work was chosen
on the following considerations: to study the interactions between the electrolyte and the
coating surface during the plasma discharge and to use the elements from solution to
trace such interactions. However, all three discharge modes may not necessarily occur for
different PEO operating conditions.
It is also worth mentioning that the Na signal can be easily detected and can thus
be used as a process monitoring parameter. Based on the Na I 589.5 nm intensity signals
shown in Figures 4.3-4.4, the four discharge stages can be identified from the intensity
peaks and their separation times. Stage II has a relatively low Na intensity signal but they
appear more frequently. The discharge intensities in stage III are larger and the peaks are
very close, whereas stage TV exhibits widely separated but intense spikes due to strong
discharges. However, at the late stage of stage IV, the Na I signal intensity starts to drop
due to a decrease in the number of discharge events. Figure 4.2 (for the case of the lowest
current density) shows the same trend but the drop in intensities is not seen yet; it may
appear at a longer treatment time.
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Chapter 6 Experimental Results and Discussion III:
Effect of process parameters on properties of the coatings
6.1 Current frequency effects
Aluminum oxide was deposited on an Al-alloy substrate. The process utilizes DC,
unipolar pulsed DC in the frequency range (0.2 KHz - 20 KHz) and bipolar current mode
at 2 KHz. The Al samples (as the anode) and a stainless steel electrode (as the cathode)
were connected to a DC power supply operating at different modes and different
frequencies. During the coating process, the current density was maintained at 0.15
A/cm and the voltage was increased gradually with process time as the coating thickness
increased. An alkali-silicate solution with two different concentrations (4g/l and 8 g/1
Na2Si03) was used as the electrolyte with an addition of KOH to adjust the pH to 12. The
treatment time was selected to be 60 min to give a coating thickness of approximately
100 fxm. Two different current regimes were employed; constant DC current supply and
a unipolar pulsed DC current supply (UPDC), with frequencies varied in the 0.2 to 20
KHz range. The power supply was specially designed to allow dependent control over the
pulse duration and duty cycle. A key issue in the development of UPDC-PEO process is
to determine the optimal frequency range that ensures the best combination of coating
growth and surface morphology. The processing parameters for the coated Al samples are
listed in Table 6.1.
6.1.1 Voltage variation during PEO processes
The dependency of the anode voltage (V) on the PEO treatment time (t) at DC
and unipolar current modes at different frequencies and electrolyte concentrations for the
Al 100 alloy are shown in Figure 6.1 (a and b). For the 8g/l electrolyte, the applied
voltage to the electrodes ranged up to 550 V for the DC mode and up to 600 V for the 2
KHz A case. Thus in the same electrolyte, as we change from DC to UPDC current mode
the voltage will higher regardless the frequencies. As can seen form Figure 6.1 (a and b)
for the 2 KHz A case, the voltage required for the dielectric breakdown is higher than all
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other cases, which may be attributed to the longer off time of the current pulses. Similar
trends were observed for the process in the 4g/l electrolyte except that at the same
conditions, the rate of voltage increase in the 4 g/1 electrolyte is much higher than the 8g/l
electrolyte for the first stage and slower for the next three stages. As mentioned in chapter
5, the rapidly rise of the voltage corresponding to a conventional aluminum anodizing
process. When the voltage was further increased and was over a critical value (above the
dielectric strength of the oxides ~ 104 V/mm [12]), the anodic film underwent dielectric
breakdown, and small sparks were generated which facilitated the continued growth of
the oxide film. These results provide further evidence that a higher concentration
electrolyte give rise to a higher rate of voltage increase.

Table 6.1 Coating thickness, growth rate and surface roughness for different currentmodes
Coating thickness

Growth rate

(um)

(urn/min)

DC

91.5±5.0

1.25

12.26

UPDC at 0.2 KHz

108.0±5.5

1.8

8.55

UPDC at 2.0 KHz A

56.0±2.8

0.93

4.26

UPDC at 2.0 KHz B

55.5±2.8

0.92

5.60

UPDC at 20 KHz

50.0±2.5

0.83

4.55

Current mode

6.1.2

Roughness (u. m)

Optical emission characterization

Relatively strong emission lines were seen in the PEO plasma from aluminum (from
substrate), silicon, oxygen, sodium, potassium, hydrogen a and |3 Balmer lines and OH
(from the electrolyte). Spectroscopy with the OES spectrometer was utilized to examine
the spectral lines at 309.2 nm (Al I), 396.1 nm (Al I), 466.8 nm (Al II) 486.1 nm (Hp),
and 777 nm (OI). Emission line intensity results for the Al emission spectra, Fig. 6.2-6.6,
indicate that most of the species in the plasma had similar trends over the treatment time,
although their intensities varied.
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Figure 6.1 Plots of Voltage (V) vs. treatment time (t) during different current modes at (a)
8 g/1 and (b) 4 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3 electrolytes
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Figure 6.2 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
(DC) current mode for 8 g/1 Na2Si03 at a current density of 0.15 A/cm .
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Figure 6.3 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
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Figure 6.5 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
(2 KHz A) current mode for 8 g/1 Na2Si03 at a current density of 0.15 A/cm .
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Figure 6.6 Typical time variation of the emission line intensity during the PEO process at
(20 KHz A) current mode for 8 g/1 Na 2 Si0 3 at a current density of 0.15 A/cm .
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6.1.3

Plasma temperature measurement

The intensity ratio of 396.2 nm (Al I) to 309.1 nm (Al I) (from the same
ionization stage) was used to measure the plasma electron temperature (Te), as shown in
Fig. 6.7. The temperature was determined to be in the range of 4500 ± 450 K to 10000 ±
1000 K, for all the cases in this study. These results are in good agreement with the
electron temperature results of Klapkiv et al [22]. The low temperature range (-4500 K)
corresponds to the early stage discharges. After that, the average temperatures (base line
temperature) for all frequencies are in the range of (4900 K to 5400 K), which is believed
to correspond to the small discharges. The strong peaks (high temperature -6000-10000
K) correspond to relatively strong discharges. Therefore the Te profile depends strongly
on the type of discharge.
Figure 6.7(a) shows plasma temperature profile for the DC current mode, where
the temperature increase from 4100 K to around 5100 K within 8 min, then the curve start
to show many spikes ranging from 5000-8500 K. These spikes corresponding to strong
discharges initiated from the sample surface-coating interface. The peak width of the
temperature spikes under DC mode is larger than that under pulse modes, due to the long
discharge duration time of the sparks (micro-arc). For the case of 0.2 KHz, the
temperature increased to around 5000 K within 7 min after the start of the process, and
then the average base temperature stayed around 5000 K as can be seen from Figure
6.7(b). The spikes on this curve are shorter than the DC case and the temperature barely
exceeds the 7000 K range. This result is comparable with the 2 KHz B results shown in
Figure 6.7(d), where the spike temperatures range from 5100 K up to 8000 K. The spike
height decreases dramatically for the case of 2 KHz A, Figure 6.7(c), indicating that the
strong discharges were eliminated, although intermediate discharges still occur. The
average base temperature for the 2 KHz A case is around 5500 K which is higher than the
DC and 0.2 KHz cases. Figure 6.7(e) shows much higher spikes with temperatures
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reaching 9000 K, which means there is large number of strong discharges produced at
this frequency. However, its peaks were sharper than those of other cases.
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Figure 6.7 Plasma temperature as a function of treatment time (min) determined from
the intensity ratio of Al (396.1 nm)/Al (309.2 nm), for 8g/l Na 2 Si0 3 (J= 0.15 A/cm2).
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By changing the electrolyte concentration to 4g/l Na2Si03 plasma electron temperature
results shown in fig 6.8 indicates that the spikes appear more frequently and reach a
slightly higher temperature. The temperature was determined to be in the range of 5200 ±
520 K to 10500 ± 1050 K, for all the cases in this study. Since the strong peaks (strong
discharges) are more frequent in the 4g/l case compare to the 8g/l concentration, therefore
the higher concentration electrolyte was used in this study.
6.1.4

Discharge behavior.

According to the model described in Ch. 5 of this thesis, B-type discharge dominates
the Al signals for the DC, 0.2 and 20 KHz cases; while the C and A discharge types have
a significant role beside the B-type discharge for the 2 KHz B case, although the B- type
are still relatively strong but weaker than the other three cases. A weaker B-type
discharge, together with C and A type discharges are the dominant discharge types for the
2 KHz A case.
Figures 6.2-6.6 shows OES signal for Al atom at 309.2 nm and 396.1 nm for the unipolar
current mode at frequencies 0.2, 2, and 20 KHz as well as at DC mode. The high
frequency 20 KHz (short pulse) causing highly ionized plasma, by increasing the impact
ionization [21], therefore the plasma temperature is increased as shown in Figures 6.7.
The high frequency pulse DC current triggers ignition of short and intense plasma
microdischarges at the sample/coating interface, creating more B type discharges. A DC
and low frequency (0.2 KHz) DC mode produces long-lived, large micro discharges
initiated by thermal ionization, which clearly appear in the OES Al intensity signal, thus
the intensity pulse width and the temperature results indicate some enlarged (widening)
of the signal and the temperature compared with the high or intermediate frequencies (2
and 20 KHz). Figures 6.2-6.6 show large peaks corresponding to B-type discharge for
both the DC and 0.2 KHz cases. Since the morphology mainly depends on when the Btype discharge occurs, by controlling the B type discharge, the quality of the coating can
be controlled.
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Plasma temperature as a function of treatment time (min) determined from

the intensity ratio of Al (396.1 nm)/Al (309.2 nm), for 4g/l Na 2 Si0 3 at a current
density of 0.15 A/cm2.
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For 2 KHz, A and B cases Figure 6.7 (c and d) where A is for the case of Ton = 100 [xs,
T0ff = 400 [is and B for Ton = 400 u.s, T0ff = 100 ^.s. It is clear that applying longer T0ft
time than Ton time of the current pulse to the substrate greatly eliminate the B-type
discharge which would significantly change the morphology of the coating surface and
cross section.
6.1.5

Surface morphology

Figure 6.9 shows the surface features of PEO treated All 100 for different coating
operation conditions. All the samples show a "pancake" structure wherein the center of
each pancake was a discharge channel through which the molten aluminum flowed out of
the channel and rapidly solidified leaving distinct boundaries that define each pancake.
Figure 6.9(a) is a SEM micrograph of the coating prepared with the DC mode and shows
a number of pancake-like features and pores in the coating. The pancake structures are
due to strong discharges of the B-type. The deep holes suggest that the discharges
penetrate through the entire thickness of the coating. Therefore the number of pancakes
reflects the number of spikes appearing on the temperature results of Figure 6.7(a). The
small pores reflect surface discharges, designated as A and C. The diameter and features
of the pancakes and pores provide some indication of the strength of individual discharge
and whether they were from the coating surface or from the interface. The DC mode
results in Figure 6.9(a) clearly indicate the presence of molten regions that rapidly
solidified and covered the discharge channels, leading to better sintering due to the long
sintering time.
In the 0.2 KHz process more pores and cracks remain on the surface of coating, Figure
6.9(b), and the density of pancakes is less than that for the DC case, which is in consistent
with the temperature results. The high number of gas discharges on the upper layer
regions of the coating surface causes a high density of small holes. Comparing Figure
6.9(c) to Figure 6.9(d) for the 2 KHz A and B respectively, it is clear that there are less
pancake structures, and they have a smaller diameter, for the case 2 KHz A, where the
spikes in Figure 6.7(c) are very small, indicating less strong discharges. Due to the
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presence of strong discharges for the 2 KHz B case, the pancake structure is larger and
denser than that of 2 KHz A case as shown in Figure 6.9(d), however the solidification of
such structure is less intensified than that for the DC and 0.2 KHz cases. The flower-like
shapes and small holes shown on Figures 6.9(c and d) reflects a higher average base
temperature, Figure 6.7(d), due to the presence of many A and C type discharges. For the
case of 20 KHz PEO treatment, the discharge channels appear as deep circular/elliptical
spots distributed over the surface of the coatings. The existence of such a large number of
holes (pancake structure, Figure 6.9(e)) reflects the large number of strong discharges
associated with the very high frequency 20 KHz mode as indicated in Figure 6.7(e). The
high spike temperature generated by strong discharges likely melts the oxide and then
traps gas into the melt pool, resulting in some porosity at the interface. By eliminating the
high temperature spike, a denser interface layer and homogenous coating morphology is
produced.

6.1.6

Cross-sectional structures of the coatings

The cross-sections of PEO coatings on Al substrates examined by SEM are presented in
Figure 6.10(a-e) for treatment times of 60 min. The oxide layers have thicknesses ranging
50 fim to 108 u.m: see Table 6.1. The coatings exhibit two distinct regions, namely thick,
dense inner region and thin granular outer region.
Figure 6.10(a) shows a cross-section of the ceramic coating for the DC current mode. The
coating shows a high level of sintering, but some porosity and holes still exist within the
coating and near the oxide-metal interface. For the low frequency 0.2 KHz results shown
in Figure 6.10(b), the thickness of the oxide layer is larger than that for the DC case, but
it has a higher porosity. For the 2 KHz A, the coating appears to be well bonded with the
substrate; nevertheless the coating exhibits some porosity with less sintering appearance,
Figure 6.10(c). The coating with 2 KHz B seems to have more sintering effect than that
for the case 2 KHz A; however the interface still shows some porosity; both cases of 2
KHz have a similar coating thickness. On the other hand, the coating layer for the 20
KHz case is relatively thin, with some porosity, and has an irregular coating interface.
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Figure 6.9 SEM micrographs of surface morphology of the coated Al sample, for a 60
min treatment time and different current modes at a current density of 0.15 A/cm2.
6.1.7 The effect of treatment time on the cross section
Figure 6.11 shows the cross-sections of PEO coatings on Al substrates for treatment
times of 15 min. The oxide layers have thicknesses ranging 15 [im to 40 u.m. The coating
shows some porosity and holes are exist within the coating and near the oxide-metal
interface for the DC current mode Figure 6.10(a), the thickness of the oxide layer is
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larger than all other cases. For the low frequency 0.2 KHz results shown in Figure
6.10(b), the porosity is high, the thickness of the oxide layer is less than that for the DC
case. The 2 KHz A, and B cases have similar coating thickness as well as similar tends.
However, the coating layer for the 20 KHz case is relatively thin, with some porosity, and
has an irregular coating interface.
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Figure 6.10 Cross-section micrographs of the oxide ceramic surface layers for 60 min
treatment time at different current modes at a current density of 0.15 A/cm2.
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Figure 6.11 Cross-section micrographs of the oxide ceramic surface layers form for 60
min treatment time at different current modes at a current density of 0.15 A/cm2.

6.2 Effect of plasma discharge behavior on coatings.
The coating surface morphology and cross-sectional microstructure can be linked to the
plasma discharging behaviors. As it was mentioned earlier, one of our main concerns is
the substrate/coating interface, where the B-type discharge is initiated, since usually the
smoother this interface, the better the coating. The porosity (dark color) near this
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interface results from the trapped gas and solidification shrinkage between the substrate
and the oxide layer.

During the strong discharges, gases which are mainly due to

decomposition of the previously formed Al oxide, may re-react with Al and escape from,
or be trapped in, the interface area. For simplified cases, where the possibility of gas
escape or trapping in the interface zone is considered, a longer strong discharging (a
wider Te peak in Figure 6.7) would cause a better sintering and thus a denser coating.
Therefore for the coating produced with DC current, which has a longer sintering time
due to its longer period (width) of B-type discharge profile (Figure 6.7(a), oxygen may
have a better chance to be removed by re-reaction or escape, and as a result, the porous
region in the interface area is relatively thin, Figure 6.10(a). The coating thickness for
this case is large which is expected, due to the continuous power provided to the sample.
However large porous areas and large discharge channels through the coating were
present, due to the high current density 0.15A/cm2 for the 80% Ton time cases which
causes strong B-type discharge. Those electrical parameters were chosen in this work to
exaggerate the effect of B- type discharge on the coating morphology. It should be noted
that the defects shown near the interfacial areas are due to the porosity (less density) and
over-polishing artificial effects, and the coatings are not separated from the substrates. By
reducing the current density, better and denser interfaces can be produced. However,
previous work [46,50] also observed some porous areas near the interface of MgO and
AI2O3 coatings on Mg and Al substrates using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
[50,93]. The A1203 coating was however demonstrated to have superior mechanical and
wear properties [93]. For the low frequency of 0.2 KHz, the cross-section results showed
a large number of discharge channels, a thick coating, and a porous area near the
surface/coating interface. These features could be associated with the low frequency
mode as in Figure 6.10(b), where strong discharging initiated at the interface but also
where it was difficult for the oxygen gas to escape from the interface regions, due to a
shorter sintering time available as indicated by the width of B-type discharge peaks in
Figure 6.7(b) of the plasma temperature profile. The coating produced by UPDC at 2
KHz A exhibits a more homogeneous morphology than that formed at the DC and 0.2
KHz, Figure 6.10(c) where the effect of B type discharge is at its minimum compared
with the other cases. The coating cross-section in Figure 6.10(c) illustrates that the
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surface/coating interface is smooth and exhibits less porosity. For the 2 KHz B the
coating becomes thinner as is clearly shown in Figure 6.10(d), where the coating
thickness is smaller than the case of low frequency but higher than the high frequency
case. Similar trends were also seen for the porosity. Figure 6.10(e) indicates that 20 KHz
would significantly reduce the coating thickness, which is in consistent with earlier
results reported by Yerokhin et al [21]. Although the temperature of B type discharge is
high for this case, the duration time of all discharges is short, resulting in a low rate of the
coating growth. Therefore, the coating thickness is thin compared to the other cases. The
cross-section result shows a porous area as well as some discharge channels, again due to
the strong B-type discharging with a short sintering time.
Therefore, the discharge behavior influences the microstructure and the morphology of
the oxide coating. Since the B-type discharge is the strongest, it has the strongest effect
on the surface morphology. This work also suggests that the strong B-type discharging
can be controlled by adjusting Ton/T0ff ratio but not by increasing the pulse frequency up
to 20 KHz. On the other hand, a bipolar pulse DC mode can also be used to reduce the B
type discharging as can be seen in the following sections.
6.3 Influence of Bipolar current mode on electrolytic plasma discharging
behavior and aluminum oxide coating microstructure
In order to obtain better coatinggs and an enhance process efficiency, the bipolar
(BPDC) current mode were used. In this section, a plasma electrolytic oxidation process
(PEO) was used to produce oxide coatings on commercially pure aluminum (Al 1100) at
two different current modes, pulsed unipolar and bipolar modes. The coatings were
prepared in an alkaline electrolyte containing sodium silicates (7 g/1 Na2Si03) and
potassium hydroxide ( l g / 1 KOH) added to balance the pH at 12. The processing
parameters for the coated Al samples are listed in Table 6.2. It was found that the plasma
discharge behavior significantly influenced the microstructure and the morphology of the
oxide coatings. The main effect came from the strongest discharges which were initiated
at the interface between the substrate and the coating. Through manipulation of process
parameters to control or reduce the strongest discharge, the density and quality of the
coating layers could be modified. By adjusting the ratio of the positive to negative pulse
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currents as well as their timing in order to eliminate the strongest discharges, the quality
of the coatings could be considerably improved.
Current

Time

r

I

*• on

mode

(min)

(A)

(A)

(jis)

SI

Unipolar

60

1.5

S2

bipolar

60

2.0

S3

bipolar

60

S4

bipolar

90

Sample

l

off

(jus)

1

on

CMS)

T

off

cR

(jus)

400

100

1.0

400

100

500

100

1.14

2.0

1.5

400

100

400

100

0.89

2.0

1.5

400

100

600

100

0.66

Table 6.2 PEO Process parameters for coating depositions on Al.

Contrary to a unipolar current operating mode, the application of bipolar current
pulse regimes usually offer better control over plasma chemical processes at both
coating/metal interface and coating/electrolyte interface as well as improve the coating
growth rate [21]. In the recently published work on PEO coatings, the pulsed bipolar
current mode has been widely used [48,94-95]. However, an attempt has been made to
better understand the effect of current modes on the plasma parameters and the coating
properties. The optical emission spectra were recorded and plasma temperature profile
versus processing time was constructed. The discharge behavior in the PEO process was
studied with an emphasis on its impact on formation of coating surface layers.
6.3.1 Plasma electron temperatures
The temperature results of experiments carried out at various pulse duration time,
with different currents passed through the sample surface during positive and negative
biasing, are presented in Figure 6.12. It can be seen that the temperatures measured are in
the range of 4000 - 7000 K for the unipolar case and in the range 4000 - 5500 K for
bipolar case. The low temperature range (-4000 K) corresponds to the early stage
discharges. After that, for the bipolar cases, Figure 6.11(b, c and d), average temperatures
(base line temperature) for all cases increased reaching a maximum value in the range of
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5100 K to 5400 K in less than 20 min, which is believed to correspond to the small
discharges, A and C.
Figure 6.12(a) shows the plasma temperature profile for the unipolar current mode
(SI), where the temperature increased from 4000 K to around 5500 K within 12 min, then
the curve started to show many peak spikes ranging from 5000-7000 K. These spikes
corresponded to B-type discharges, whereas the base line average is at -5500 K.
Therefore, the Te profile depends strongly on the type of discharge. For the case of S2,
the temperature increased to around 5500 K within 15 min after the start of the process,
and then the average base temperature decreased to about 4800 K as can be seen from
Figure 6.12(b). The spikes on this curve were smaller than those for the unipolar and the
temperature barely exceeded the 5800 K range, which was believed due to the reduction
of the strong B-type discharges. This result is comparable with S3 results shown in
Figure 6.12(c), where the spike temperatures are reduced significantly; the maximum
temperature was also reduced to 5200 K, which may be attributed to the negative current
phase as well as the timing of the off time of the pulses. Figure 6.12(d) shows the
temperature result for S4 case, where the sample was treated for 90 min at C#=0.66. The
average base temperature for this case remained around 4900 K after reaching a
maximum of 5300 K. However, a spike fluctuation started to appear at 50 min of the
treatment time, which may be attributed to the fact that discharge size increased with
process time. However, these peaks were shorter and fewer than that of the SI sample of
the unipolar current mode. Therefore, by using a bipolar current mode and reducing the
CR ratio, the average temperature was slightly reduced and strong temperature spikes
(fluctuations) could be suppressed or start to appear at later times.
Since the B-type discharge was the strongest, it would have the highest effect on
the plasma temperature and hence on the surface morphology and coating microstructure.
The competition between the current phases (positive and negative phases) from one side
and the pulse timing from the other side can have a significant influence on the
discharging procedure of the PEO process.
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Figure 6.12 Plasma temperature as a function of treatment time (min) determined from
the intensity ratio of Al (396.1 nm)/Al(309.2 nm), for the samples SI (at unipolar current
mode), and S2-S4 for the bipolar current mode.
6.3.2 Surface morphology
The surface morphologies of the Al 1100 specimens treated by the PEO process
are shown in Figure 6.13. All samples showed a large number of 'pancake' like features
and discharge pores were randomly arranged on the coating surface, which is a common
characteristic of PEO coatings. At the center of each pancake was a discharge channel
through which the molten aluminum surged out of the channel and quickly solidified
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leaving distinct boundaries that define each pancake. The molten oxides around the pores
indicate that the instantaneous temperature in the micro discharge zone might reach
several thousand degrees [20]. Figure 6.13(a) is a SEM micrograph of the coated sample
S1 prepared with the unipolar current mode and showed a number of pancake features
and pores in the coating. Pores of different size ranges (10-30 fim) are evident on the
surface. The relatively large holes in the center of the pancake suggested that there were
strong discharges (B- type) and such holes might penetrate deeply in the coating
thickness. Some micro cracks appeared on the coating surface, which could result from
the thermal stress during the fast solidification of the molten oxide product in the strong
discharge channel [96].
In specimens S2-S4 processed using a bipolar current mode, Figure 6.13 (c-h), the pore
population was reduced and the size of the pores was smaller being in the range of 10
[xm. Such morphology was expected since the number and strength of the strong B-type
discharges were reduced by using the bipolar current mode, mainly due to the negative
part as well as the off time of the pulses. Compared to sample S2, by raising the negative
current density (Table 6.2), sample S3 showed an increase of the volcano-like eruptions
which added more irregularity to the surface morphology. But at the same time the
coating thickness of these samples is larger than that of sample S2 by about 20 ^m. The
coating produced using a bipolar current mode was more compact and less porous
meanwhile; the coating obtained at unipolar current mode SI had a higher degree of
porosity. To study the effects of the longer treatment time, sample S4 shows the surface
morphology of the oxide coating treated for 90 min at CR=0.66. Figure 6.13(g) and (h)
shows some holes formed due to volcano-like eruptions which would likely occur at the
late stage of the long process time. Therefore the current phases and values together with
the pulses timing can have significant influence on the coating morphology.
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Figure 6.13 SEM micrographs showing surface morphology of oxide coating on Al for:
(a) SI at unipolar and (b) S2-S4 bipolar current modes.
6.3.3 Cross-sectional structure of the coatings
SEM observations were conducted on polished cross-sections of the Al samples,
mounted in Bakelite resin. Scanning electron micrographs showing the cross-sections of
the PEO coated Al samples for two different current modes are presented in Figure 6.14.
The SEM cross-section images indicate that the coating is composed of three distinct
layers. There is an outer loose region where pores and defects caused by the most recent
discharges are the dominant features of this layer. The inner layer (y-Al 2 0 3 and 01-AI2O3)
[53] may be subdivided into porous inner layer and dense inner layer. The third layer is
the diffusion layer that is located at the coating/substrate interface as is readily seen on
samples S3 and S4. Figure 6.14(a) and (b) shows the cross section of the ceramic coating
SI at the unipolar current mode. The coating appeared to have a significant amount of
connected porosity, holes and other structure defects within the coating and near the
coating/substrate interface. The coating thickness after the 60 min treatment time, range
from 60-90 u.m at different locations of the cross section, and the loose layer comprised
40-50% or so of the total thickness. Such defects and porosity were likely caused by the
strong B- type discharges. The high temperature generated by strong discharges melted
the oxide and then some gases likely were trapped in the interface layer between the
substrate and the coating. As previously reported [47], during PEO coating formation, the
porosity was formed as a result of localized oxygen trap in molten aluminum in the
vicinity of electric discharges at such area.
One of major concerns is the substrate/coating interface, where the very strong Btype discharge is initiated, The main effect of the bipolar current mode is a discharge
disturbance, which averts the development of long lived, very large microdischarges. By
using the bipolar current mode there will be a balance of the discharge effect. The T0ff
duration should be long enough for the local molten oxide to be cool down before another
pulse were initiated, while the Ton provided time long enough for sintering and therefore
thick and hard coating with minimum pores will be produced. The coating cross-section
of samples S2-S4 in Figure 6.14(c-h) obtained at the pulsed bipolar current mode (Table
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6.2) illustrated that the surface/coating interface was smooth and almost free from
porosity and defects. Figure 6.14(c) and (d)) shows the oxide coating on sample S2
having thickness about 65-75 [xm with very thin loose layer. Although the upper inner
layer showed some disconnected pores as well as tiny micro cracks, the lower inner layer
appeared to be smooth with minimum porosities.
(b)

<a)

50 um

S1

20 um

S1 EDS

(c)

50 um

S2

20 um

(e)

50 ^im

S3

(f)

20 um

(9)

50 um

S4

S2EDS

S3 EDS

(h)

20 nm

S4EDS
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Figure 6.14 SEM micrographs of cross-sections of coatings on Al using: (a) SI at
unipolar and (b) S2-S4 bipolar current modes.
Compared to the sample S2, the sample S3 showed a thicker coating with
relatively less porosity in the inner layer, Figure 6.14(e) and (f). The thickness of the
oxide layer was in the range of 80-105 [xm, and the ratio of outer loose layer thickness
over the total coating thickness was less than that of S2 sample. As mentioned previously,
the sample S4 was prepared with 90 min treatment to study the effect of longer treatment
time on both the surface morphology and the coating growth rate. Figure 6.14(g) and (h)
show a cross-section of the ceramic coating S4 with coating thickness about 120-130 [xm.
The outer loose layer was actually thinner compared to that of other samples. The upper
part of the inner layer showed some isolated pores. Curran et al [47] point out that the
micro pore initiation through the coating may facilitate the formation of relatively thick
coating, by allowing electrolyte to penetrate deep into the growing layer during the
process. Alternatively, the pores may become gas filled. This would again provide a
lower resistance path. The thickness of the diffusion layer shown by the dark layer in
Figure 6.14(h) seems to be about 7 [xm and the layer showed a good adherence to the
substrate surface.
Figure 6.15 shows the EDS results of the coatings at different positions 1 and 2. It
is common that in the outer region, the silicon content is much higher than that in the
inner region. That may be attributed to voids and pores in the coatings which can trap the
silicate electrolyte and allow silica to be formed after the plasma discharging. By
comparing the Si peaks in Figures 6.15(a) and (b) for the unipolar current mode (SI) with
those of the bipolar current modes (S2-S4) in Figure 6.15(c-d), it was noted that higher Si
contents existed in coating SI in the outer region compared to coatings S2-S4, due to
higher porosity and defect levels in SI. The inner layer barely contains any elements
from the electrolyte. The source of the Au signal in the EDS was from the sputtered thin
film deposited before SEM observations. Aluminum and oxygen are the two major
constituents of the inner layer of the coatings.
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Figure 6.15 EDX analysis from different regions of the coated Al samples using: (a) SI at
unipolar and (b) S2-S4 bipolar current modes.
6.3.4 Corrosion properties of the Coatings
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The potentiodynamic polarization curves of the uncoated AL100 Al alloy (curve 1) and
the PEO coated specimens using either unipolar or bipolar current modes (curves 2 and 3
respectively) are shown in Fig. 6.16. The corrosion potentials, corrosion current density,
and anodic/cathodic Tafel slopes pa and |3C were derived from the test data. Based on the
approximately linear polarization at the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the polarization
resistance (Rp) was determined from [3.].
A summary of the results of the potentiodynamic corrosion test in a 3.5% NaCl solution
is given in Table 6.3. The data clearly show the enhanced corrosion resistance afforded
by the coatings.
In contrast to the uncoated aluminum alloy All00, the samples with PEO coatings all had
lower corrosion current densities and almost similar corrosion potentials. By changing the
current mode from unipolar to bipolar mode, the corrosion current density for the coated
samples decreased from 2.55 u. A/cm2 to 0.11 [iA/cm2.

Table 6.3 Potentiodynamic polarization corrosion test results in3.5%wt NaCl solution

Samples

i^corr

mV

Acorr

Pa

Pc

uA/cm2 V/decade V/decade

ft/cm2

-667.8

7.63

54.9

230.8

2.53xl0 +6

Unipolar coated (S2) -666.5

2.55

118.2

420.0

15.73xl0+b

Bipolar coated (S3)

0.11

68.0

254.7

212.14xl0 +b

Uncoated Al (SI)

-665.3

Since the bipolar current mode produce a thicker and hard coating, sample S3 shows a
higher polarization resistance of 212.1xl0 +6 D. and lower corrosion current density than
sample S2 coated by unipolar current mode, with a polarization resistance of 15.7xl0 +
Q and higher corrosion current density.
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Figure 6.16 Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the uncoated (curve SI) and coated
samples using unipolar (curve S2) and bipolar (curve S3) current modes.
Since the corrosion resistance of the uncoated 1100 Al alloy is high (2.53xl0 +06 Q),
therefore the naturally formed protective aluminum hydroxide film on the Al substrate
surface can not be easily dissolved during the corrosion process.
It may be expected that the thicker coating gives rise to better resistance to localized
damage, however as the defect level in the unipolar sample coating was quite significant,
the sample S2 has registered a lower breakdown potential compared to sample S3. The
corrosion resistance of the coated samples was improved by using a bipolar current mode
since a less porous and more compact structure was formed. The properties of the plasma
discharges themselves in the bipolar current mode differ from those of the unipolar one.
An increase of the A and C discharge types and decrease of strong discharges moving
over the surface being oxidized, have a significant effect on the coating properties, where
a dense coating morphology could be achieved by adjusting positive to negative current
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ratio and their timing to eliminate or reduce the strongest plasma discharges and thus the
high temperature spikes.
6.4 Discussion

The coating surface morphology and cross-sectional microstructure can be linked to the
plasma discharging behavior. Figure 6.17 shows a schematic diagram of the discharge
models for the PEO process for an Al sample and the influence of such discharges on the
Te profile as well as on the coating microstructure. As it was mentioned in previous
sections, the high temperature spikes corresponded to the strongest discharges (B-type
discharge) and they significantly affected the microstructure and morphology of the
coating. The strongest discharges would make the coating more porous. The strongest
discharges can be reduced or eliminated by appropriately adjusting the bipolar current
and the on and off time interval of the pulses. By elimination of very strong B-type
discharges, the high temperature spikes were reduced and the plasma average temperature
was also decreased to some extent. Such B-type discharge elimination facilitated the
coating inner layer to have denser microstructures with less porosity. Prepared at the
bipolar current mode, the ceramic coating could have a thick dense inner layer and a thin
outer porous layer as can be seen in Figure 6.14. Therefore the values of the current
phases together with the pulses timing can have a significant influence on the
morphology of surface and cross-sections and density of the coatings.

Through

manipulation of process parameters to control or reduce the strongest B-type discharge in
the PEO process, the density and quality of the coating layers could be modified.
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Figure 6.17 Schematic diagram of the discharge model showing the influence of B-type
discharges on plasma temperature profile and on the cross section of the oxide coating.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O R K
7.1. Conclusions
1- The measurement and analysis of visible and NUV wavelength emissions from
plasmas using OES provides a valuable diagnostic tool for the study of the PEO process.
From answering relatively simple questions such as what ions compose the plasma and
when they appear during the discharge, to issues such as electron temperature, and
electron concentration, the analysis of the visible and NUV wavelength spectra collected
from the PEO plasma using OES provides valuable insights into understanding the
processes in the PEO plasma.
2- The plasma concentration was successfully calculated from Stark broadening of the Hp
line (1.5 ± 0.23) xlO22 m"3 to (2.4 ± 0.36) xlO22 m 3 for the PEO at a current density of
0.15 A/cm . Plasma electron temperatures were determined by the line intensity ratios
and were found to be in the range of 4500 ± 450 K to 10000 ± 1000 K. This may be the
first time that a complete electron temperature profile for the whole coating period has
been obtained and linked with the collective discharge behavior.
3- Based on the locations of discharging intensities, three plasma discharge types have
been proposed: metal-oxide interface discharge type (B) and oxide-electrolyte interface
discharge types within the coating upper layer (A) and at the coating top layer (C). The
discharge behavior within the PEO coating and on the coating surface was responsible for
the profiles of plasma concentration and temperature, as well as the coating surface
morphologies. The study has provided connections between plasma discharge behavior
and plasma electron temperature profile as well as coating surface morphology.
4- Five different PEO processing methods were carried out in silicate electrolytes to
produce oxide coating on an Al alloy substrate. High temperature spikes corresponding to
the strong discharges (B-type discharge), were initiated at the sample coating interface.
These temperature spikes significantly affected the microstructure and morphology of the
coating, as can be seen by changing the current mode form DC to pulsed unipolar DC at
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different frequencies. The strong discharges can be eliminated by appropriately adjusting
the unipolar DC current on and off time interval, but a change in pulse frequency (up to
20 KHz) had little effect in controlling the strong discharging. The unipolar mode for the
intermediate frequencies in the range of 2-3 KHz can improve the coating quality
compared with the DC mode, both in terms of surface morphology and cross- section
structure.
5- Two different current modes during the PEO processes in silicate electrolytes were
used to produce oxide coatings on an Al substrate. Compared to the unipolar current
process, the application of pulsed bipolar current resulted in reducing the high spikes on
temperature profiles and the average plasma temperature.
6- The aluminum oxide coating morphology, microstructure and corrosion reistance were
also significantly different under different current operating modes. The bipolar current
mode could improve the coating quality compared with the unipolar current mode, in
terms of surface morphology, cross-sectional microstructure and corrosion resistance. A
dense coating morphology could be achieved by adjusting positive to negative current
ratio and their timing to eliminate or reduce the strongest plasma discharges and thus the
high temperature spikes. Therefore, this work showed that by appropriately controlling
the ratio of the positive to negative pulse currents as well as their timing, the very strong
plasma discharges and the resulted high temperature spikes could be eliminated and
hence the quality of the coatings was considerably improved.
7.2 Future Work

Based on this study, the following suggestions are made for future work:
1. Extend the process parameters beyond the range in the present study in order to further
understand the relationship between discharges, porosity, thickness and corrosion
resistance.
2. Apply the same OES procedure to the PEO process for different metallic substrates to
support the discharge model.
3. Furthermore research is needed in order to better understand the influence of the
discharge modes on the coating growth rates and mechanisms at the difference stages.
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4. Determine whether the OES technique can be used to "control" the process parameters
in PEO Coating.
5. Additionally, more research needs to be conducted to reduce the strong discharge (type
B) by adjusting the process parameters.
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